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MORSE AND MAGNUSON PUSH
OST
FOR LONGSHORE COMP BillBOWou
ld
NCDC Asks
Full Pardon
For. Billings

„SACRAMENTO—The ILWU is
pushing a campaign here to obtain a
name-clearing pardon for one of California's most celebrated labor prisoners—Warren K. Billings.
The ILWU's Northern California
District Council, meeting across the
river in Broderick on January 28, voted
to go on record in support of a pardon
for Billings and to urge all ILWU locals and 'other segments of organized
labor to take similar action.
Billings,a co-defendant with the late
Tom Mooney in the San Francisco Preparedness Day bombing case of 1916,
received only a commutation of sentence when he was released-from prison
on October 17; 1939. He has been campaigning e.ver since to clear his name
fully.
FOOTNOTE TO OLD CASE
His campaign has become an almost
forgotten footnote to what was once a
worldwide cause—the Mooney-Billings
•
case.
The reason former Governor Culbert
L. Olson pardoned Mooney in January
of 1939 but would offer Billings only
,a commutation of sentence was that
Billings was, in prison parlance, a twotime loser. Billings argues his first
conviction was as unjust as his second.
In 1913, three years before the Preparedness Day bombing, Billings was
convicted fOr "illegally transporting
explosives." Billings' explanation is
that a man—who turned out subsequently to be an undercover agent for
the Pacific Gas & Electric Co.:—asked
him to • take, a suitcase from Sacramento to San Francisco for him. Billings was arrested with the suitcase in
• (Continued on Page 5)
•
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Canadian ILWU Convention
Pushes New Organizing Gains
(Special to The Dispatcher)

VANCOUVER, B. C. ---- A united,
militant Canadian ILWU met in its
Third Annual Convention here February 2-3 to consolidate recent gains
and map new advances in organization
and in working Conditions. Forty delegates represe,nting some
2,200 members agreed to work for the
goal of a six-hour day for longshore-men and urged immediate action by
the Canadian government to alleviate
a growing unemployment. problem.
The convention noted that arms
spending has failed to solve the problem and called ,instead for federal
expenditure's "to create employment
by building schools, hospitals, roads,
,recreational facilities and other works
designed to advance the welfare of
the Canadian people."
Noting that longshoremen work six
days a week, a convention resolution

declared a 'six hour clay "could contribute something toward helping the
unemployed get work" and would, set
a goal for all labor in British Columbia.
ROBERTSON SPEAKS
Resolutions for independent political
attion by labor, for increased world
trade with all countries and backing
the Canadian government's Stand • in
promoting trade with Cuba were also
highlighted in convention discussions.
In a hard-hitting speech, ILWU:International Vice President J. R. Robertson singled out unemployment as "the
big problem we are faced with today."
Robertson was critical of labor leaders who were more concerned- wait increasing already high defense expenditures than with protecting labor from
the adverse effects of mechanization,
"We've got to tackle this problem
with militancy and determination" he
(Continued on page 6)

Kennedy's Economic Program Faces
First Tests in Congress Committees
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(Continued OIL page 4)
legislative Program came after the Ad- conservative.
(Iroia/The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Senators Wayne Morse and Warren.
G. Magnuson have joined Representative Herbert Zelenko in
pushing legislation for higher
longshore compensation benefits
that almost went through the last
Congress.
The measure would boost the
weekly maximum payment provided under the federal Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers;
Act from $54 to $70. Cargo handling aboard ships comes under
this Act. .
Co-sponsoring, the measure in the
Senate January 31 as S. 733, the twe
West Coast legislators described it as
"unfinished business from the 86tk
Congress." This was a reference to the
fact the legislation passed the House
unanimously but died in the closing
hours of the Senate when a single
Senator blocked a floor vote.
LISTED AS HR 1246'
The original sponsor of the bill,
Representative Herbert Zelenko of New
York, re-introduced it on the House
side January 3. In that body it is listed
as HR 1246.
Designed to bring the maximum -permissible longshore compensation benefit into line with current wage levels
and living costs, the bill falls far short
of what the ILWU has been urging.
However, it was supported, upon committee approval last year, by ILWU,
the ILA and the AFL-CIO, as a "step
in the right direction."
Its co-sponsors, while sympathetic
to the ILWU position, feel that the $70
proposal is "already over the hump,
reasonably certain
and looks like
bet." Any higher ceiling, they point
out, might endanger prospects for an
early upward adjustment.
ROOSEVELT HELPS
Representative James *Roosevelt,
who last year proposed a maximum
$121 weekly benefit, will help push the
Zelenko-Morse-Magnuson bill as "the
foundation for future legislation under
which benefits will be equal to twothirds of average weekly wages."
Roosevelt indicated he might seek
the adoption of a committee resolution
calling upon the Labor -Department to
(Continued on Back Page)

ELECTION NOTICE
. Local 13. Wilmington, Calif.
LOCAL 13, ILWU, will hold a special election this month on three
changes in the union's constitution. The
referendum ballot will be held Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, February
15, 16 and 17 from 6 a.m. until 7 p.m.
at the union's hiring hall, 231 West C
Street, Wilmington.
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GE- and Other Electrical
Firms Fined for Price Fixing
BILL 2

HE BILLION DOLLAR General Electric
Corporation, whose great achievement last
year, besides making fat profits, was to smash
a strike of its production employees, boasts
the slogan—"Progress is our most important
product." Perhaps it should be amended to
read "Progress by Fraud."
Last week a federal judge decided that GE,
along with Westinghouse and virtually every
other manufacturer of heavy electrical generation a,nd distribution equipment, had been
cheating its customers by fraudulent and illegal
price rigging and fixing, and by eliminating
competitive bidding on $8 billion of sales. The
customers for this equipment are such giant
federal power bodies as TVA, and private, city
and state power plants.
Over the four years covered by the indictment some $2 billion sales each year were kept
artificially high to the profit of these firms.
And this racket ended up in higher taxes and
in higher utility rates for the American public. This is the biggest crack-down against Big
Business in history; and it was brought by a
Republican administration.

T

LL OF THE companies and all of the individuals involved pleaded guilty to the
charges, or pleaded "nobo contendere"—no defense. The Department of Justice, prodded into
the case by the Kefauver investigations of the
winter of 1959, did a real job of revealing the
practices which these $150,000 a year corporate officials carried on as they successfully
cheated the public and evaded the law. .
Telephone calls were made on public phones,
correspondence went to homes instead of offices on blank stationery, without return addresses. There were no memos in the company
files, and code names were used for the men
and the corporations involved, such as "Joe 1,"
"Bill 2," etc. Periodically secret sessions were
held at fancy hotels and resorts all over the
country to settle unforeseen problems or to
make new deals.
The legal talent came high, and it was paid
for by the corporations. This is in contrast with
the provisions of the K-L-G law which these
same corporations helped enact, forbidding union funds to be used to defend union officials
brought into the court.
Under the anti-trust laws the maximum penalty or each count is a $50,000 fine for the
corporation and the same fine plus one year in
jail for the individuals found guilty. The judge

A

By Harry Bridges
OHN L. LEWIS, in words which will never be forgotten as
long as we have an American labor movement, once pointed
out that the AFL had no head. "The neck," he said, "was just
haired over."
. Today the AFL-CIO has a head, but there is no question that
the American working people would be better off without him
and his bitter vendettas and one-man rule. George Meany showed
his true colors again last week.
The first piece of proposed legislation from the Kennedy
Administration applying directly to labor is the bill to boost
the $1.00 minimum wage to $1.25 in three annual steps—$1.15,
$1.20 and $1.25. In addition, some four million workers in retail
and service trade, who are among the lowest paid in our nation,
would 'get the protection of the 40-hour week and the minimum
wage under the bill.
Adam Clayton Powell, chairman of the House Labor Committee and outstanding Negro political leader from New York,
started the ball rolling on the new bill by inviting all unions
with representatives in Washington to participate in a conference
on the minimum wage bill which is now before his committee.
Powell pointed out that he *wanted to see the bill enacted, and
he didn't want to see a repetition of what happened around the
Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin law when, according to him, the labor
movement had so many different positions the legislators had
no idea how to proceed. Some were told that if they voted for
K-L-G it would count against them, while the AFL-CIO was
telling the same Congressmen it was okay to vote for the law.
To prevent this same kind of a foul up again, Powell called the
meeting in order to insure a single, unified labor position. It
certainly makes good sense, when you think how closely divided
this. Congress will be on every piece of progressive legislation.
Along with the AFL-CIO, the Teamsters, the Mineworkers,
and the ILWU were invited to the conference. When Meany was
informed, he issued orders: no AFL-CIO representative was to
attend, no matter what the business under discussion. As far as
he was concerned, the AFL-CIO unions would not sit down in
the same room with the independents.

ONGRESSMAN POWELL insisted that unless labor was
uniteel and spoke with one voice, the minimum wage law
would get rough treatment and could even be voted down. Yet
George Meany - announced that as far as he WaS concerned there
would be no coordination—no matter what the cost to the
sent seven corporation executives to jail for 30
American working people.
days,fined the 44 individuals involved $137,500,
There's no question that in addition to everything else, Meany
and fined the 29 firms named in the 20 indicthates Powell's guts, and hates the idea of a Negro holding this
ments a total of $1,787,000.
important post. When it was announced last year that Powell
was in line to succeed the former committee chairman—laborhating, reactionary southern Congressman Barden—Meany anEMEMBER WHEN John L. Lewis and the
nounced-that this would be "awful—terrib16.!" Why? because of
United Mineworkers were convicted of con- Powell's refusal to' be guided by the AFL-CIO go-slow policy on
tempt of court because the miners struck for civil rights and his refusal to ignore the continued Negro diswelafer in 1946? Fine, $700,000. And again in crimination within the AFL-CIO.
1948 when the men walked out for pensions?
Anyone who remembers the job Meany did on A. Philip
Fine, $1,420,000?
Randolph of the Sleeping Car Porters union at the last AFL-CIO
These convictions of the electrical corpora- convention in San Francisco, when Randolph dared to speak out
tions open the way for each of the customers on this same issue, wasn't surprised at the attack against Adam
defrauded to sue for triple damages.
'Clayton Powell.
There's no question that convicted execuThe meeting to coordinate labor policy on the minimum wage
tives were fall guys. The judge himself pointed law was. held. despite Meany. And no representatives of the top
out that the real blame should be laid at the AFL-CIO, which supports a whole stable of well-paid lobbyists
doorstep of the corporation directors, the in the nation's capitol, showed up. But representatives of some
higher-ups who were never indicted or brought of the major unions affiliated with the AFL-CIO, ignoring
to trial, but who laid down the illegal practices Meany's order, sat down with the independent unions. The list
carried out by the men caught up in the trail. o
tefreAsu
FL
ng
-CI0O
nerions or departments which participated is an inBoth President Kennedy and his attorneygeneral brother parlayed a phony expose of
,
union corruption into a presidential victory.
HE BUILDING TRADES Department, the Industrial Union
And we'll son be hearing more about this
Department, Steelworkers, Retail Clerks, Meatcutters, Shipmatter.
•Yet these Convictions in the electrical manu- yard Workers, Building Service,- Transport Workers, AFL-CIO
pi
Workers, and the Boilermakers were
facturing industry—which are Only a smell of Seafarers,
the crookedness. that runs all through Ameri- all represented.
Whether or not the minimum wage bill is passed and the
can industry—make anything going on in the
coverage extended remains to be seen. But if the bill is chopped
labor movement look like small potatoes.
There isn't a single part of American life up, side-tracked or watered-down, the blame should not be placed
today which hasn't been infected with corrup- at the doorstep of the NAM or the reactionary Congressmen
tion and dishonesty. But all things considered, and Senators. It should go- where it belongs—to the head,of the
the labor movement still is a hell of a lot AFL-CIO. At the very least, Meany's arrogant attitude wS1 make
the fight for enactment tougher going.
cleaner than American politics or industry.
We in the ILWU sometimes forget how deep-seated is the
treachery, corruption and betrayal in the t'op leadership of
American labor today.
P
This was demonstrated in the cooperation with the McClellan Committee, and•again in the efforts to use the K-L-G law
against unions 'and union - leaders Who won't foi? Meany's line.
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1-Day Hawaii Work Stoppage Eleanor Roosevelt Says:
Demands New Sugar Contract Cuban People Have the Right
To Build a Socialist Economy
HONOLULU—Hawaii sugar workers staged a one-day protest work stoppage February 1 when their contract
expired and employers flatly refused
to sign a new agreement or even to
extend the old one on a temporary
basis.
John F. Murphy, chairman of the
industry negotiating committee, rejected any temporary extension on the
ground this would "remove a sense of
urgency which we feel is important"
for a settlement.
When the employer stand provoked
the protest walkout, negotiations on
both sides were deadlocked on wage
and other issues. ILWU Local 142 demanded a one-year contract with a 15
cent wage boost and upgrading provisions for some groups of workers.
Employers offered a 10-cent package
over two years.

Jack Hall, ILWU regional director
in Hawaii, warned employers, "We
were able to hold out in 1958 and I
suppose we can do the same thing
again if we have to."
The union has about 11,000 members
on the 26 Hawaii sugar plantations.
Joseph Lunasco, chairman of the
ILWU sugar negotiating committee,
said:
"We believe the rank and file protest against the employers' shocking
refusal to extend the sugar agreements
on either a 'stop-the-clock' or a temporary extension of 15 days should
have convinced the industry that sugar
workers expect immediate and much
more realistic bargaining."
Lunasco added that Local 142 is prepared "to make another effort for a
peaceful solution of our differences
with the employers."

US Figures Prove Sales Tax
Socks Low Incomes Hardest
SEATTLE—While Uncle Sam's in- more in sales taxes than does one with
come tax bite is both sharp and deep, twice that amount. On a $2,000 income
it falls somewhat short of putting a the sales tax is officially estimated at
big levy on abject poverty, which is $56.
more than can be said for Washing- • How the sales tax is designed to hit
ton state's across-the-board retail sales those who must spent a large portion
tax.
of their income for the, necessities of
This is the time of year when the life is also illustrated by a comparison
Internal Revenue Service issues an of the sales taxes paid by $1,000 a year
elaborate table informing Washing- families and .$20,000 a year families.
ton state residents in the various in- On the basis of two people the high
come brackets how much they can de- income family pays only $286 in sales
taxes. If they paid on the same ratio
duct because of the state's sales tax.
$1,000 a year couple the sales
The figures are, very interesting and as the
be $1,260.
.illustrate what tax experts Mean when tax bite would
"regrestax
as
sales
the
they refer to
sive." (Actually this is just a fancy
way of saying that the sales tax is
based on. the need to spend to keep
alive rather than on ability to pay.)
GOLD BEACH,Ore.—The first cargo
Although in general the federal income tax laws fall most heavily on movement to leave the new and still
pe'01C-Bengress at leasrfore-, incomplete Port of Gold Beach was
bears to dip into the pockets of a cou- towed over the Rogue River -bar, Januple earning less than $1,000 a year. ary 26, on the Sause Brothers barge,
(The federal bite on couples starts at Mastodon 2. It consisted of 1,500,000
board feet of lumber, destined for Cali$1,350 with a tax of $1.)
Port Hueneme.
fornia's
But the official table, just released,
Another 1,500,000 feet was slated to
shows that in this state such a povertystricken family actually pays $63 an- go out between the newly built jetties
nually in sales taxes. In fact a couple on. the barge Bandon, brought in Januwith only $1,000 a year actually pays ary 25 by the Columbia Queen.
The lumber wfts loaded by members
of ILWU Local 35, chartered last year.
Program
Crash Salmon
International, Representative James S.
Backed in Alaska
Fantz, was on the loading dock at dawn
JUNEAU—A crash program to re- to watch the first barge leave.
port on Alaska's depleted salmon runs
is urged on congress in a joint me- Alaska Legislators
morial introduced in the legislature by
Senator James Nolan (D.. Wrangell). Pinched by Recession
The memorial asks for sufficient fedJUNEAU—The economic recession
eral funds for an extensive res6arch has made legislative pay a touchy poand exploration program.
litical issue and representatives of both
In his message to the legislature the Democratic and Republican parties
Governor William A. Egan said the
have made haste to introduce bills, low1961 salmon pack "should run to some ering the stipend. The first to hit the
three million cases." This would in- hopper would lower the daily expense
-elude one million cases taken in South- allowance from $40 to $30 and reduce
east Alaska. Some fishermen consider the annual salary from $3,000 to
this prediction optimistic.
$2,000.

New Gold Beach
Port Moves Cargo

NEW YORK—Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has urged Americans to take a second
look at the Cuban situation and "to think with a little humility about our own
mistakes.
In her syndicated column, she said socialism may be "a necessity" in Cuba
and in many areas of the world. Her column, reprinted from the New York Post
of December 14, said:
I AM part-way through a most controversial but interesting book called "Listen,
Yankee," by C. Wright Mills. In the form of letters, Mills relates what was
said to him during long interviews with innumerable people in Cuba who were
part of the revolution under Castro.
Up to this point, while I would disagree with certain of the things these people have told Mills, a preponderance of their complaints against us seems valid
to me. And though we may not like these expressions from the Cuban revolutionaries, I think we should read them with care, because they affect our whole
Latin American policy.
For a long time now it has seemed to me that our real trouble in Latin America has been that we have never taken enough time to sit down and seriously
consider the economic problems of the people.
If a country could grow coffee easily, we never protested if it became a onecrop country. We never demanded of our business leaders—who went down to
make money in these developing areas of the world—that they not only make
money but consider their responsibilities as ambassadors for democracy as opposed to communism, and that they take with them into these countries the
ideas and standards found compatible to decency of life in our own country.
Y THIS I do not mean that overnight the same wages and working conditions
• should be applied to every country in the world. But I do mean that our
businesses throughout the world should be known as gradually raising the living
standards of the people. And wherever poverty and disease are prevalent among
the mass of people, when we move in we _should feel the obligation to point the
way to democracy through creating better conditions for the people.
In the letters in Mills', book, the Cubans tell how at the present time they
maintain an army, but it is an army that also works. It is building cooperatives.
Is is slowly trying to change the rural hovels into decent housing.
What is being built in Cuba is, of course, a socialist economy. But this may
be a necessity. In many areas of the world it is a necessity, and more than likely
it must be a necessity in many South- and Central American countries. Communal living does not necessarily mean an acceptance of the Soviet Communist
.doctricle.
E HAD better begin,I think, to study what is being done in Cuba and to try
to allay the Cuban fear that we have any intention of fomenting a counterrevolution there or of trying to conquer them and make them a part of the U.S.
Without question, the Cuban government has not been very wise in many
of the things it has been.saying about the U.S. If you read the letters in Mills'
book carefully, however,I think you will realize that in spite of the fact that you
want to deny many of their statements and explain many of our acts in a different way from the way they do, still you will have to acknowledge that there
is some reason why they believe as they do. And you would perhaps have to agree
that it would be Well for us to think with a little humility about our own mistakes in understanding, in exploitation and in sheer laziness.
• We accepted for as long as we possibly could that which gave us peace and
quiet and nothing to think about. Only when the situation got out of hand did
we turn our minds to problems that should have been our concern for a long time.

W

Here's Handy List of Diehard
Reactionaries in Sacramento
SACRAMENTO—If any one is looking for a handy check list of the most
rock-ribbed reactionaries in the lower
house of the California Legislature, the
vote on a very simple recent resolution
provides a convenient sample.
The resolution, introduced by Assemblyman Phillip Burton (D., S.F.), urged
simply that residents of the District of
Columbia be given a vote. Nevertheless
13 members of the Assembly voted
against it.
The 13 (all Republicans) were Assemblyman Clark Bradley (San Jose),
Montivel A. Burke (San Marino), John
L. E. Collier (L.A.), Charles E. Chapel

(Inglewood), Charles J. Conrad (Sherman Oaks), Walter I. Dahl, Piedmont).
William S. Grant (Long Beach), James
L. Holmes (Santa Barbara), Frank
Lanterman (La Canada), Harold K.
Levering (L.A.), Bruce V. Reagan
(Pasadena), Joseph C. Shell (L.A.),
and Howard J. Thelin (Glendale).
Observers, who surmised that most
of these legislators voted against the
resolution simply because Burton, a
pro-labor liberal, proposed it, said ordinarily Assemblyman Lou A. Cusanovich (R., Van Nuys) would be in this
group but for some reason or other he
voted for this particular resolution.

California ILWU Locals Called to Legislative Meet
SACRAMENTO—All ILWU locals in 'fornia District Council, is in charge of
California will be invited to send dele- arrangements for the conference:
The plan is to combine general sesgates to a two-day legislative conference here April 24-25 that will feature sions with rank and file lobbying. Legfirst-hand involvement in issues before islators .and key figures in the adminthe current session of the California istration of Governor Edmund G.
legislature.
Brown will be asked to address the
Decision to call the conference in conference. The delegates will attend
April was made here January 28 at a at least one session each of the Asmeeting of the ILWU's Northern Cali- sembly and Senate and perhaps some
fornia District Council. The council key committee sessions. In addition,
met in Local 17's hall in Broderick the delegates will call on the legisla.
across the river. The hall will also be tors from their home districts to disthe site of the general sessions of the cuss pending legislation.
Johnson promises the delegates will
legislative conference.
Also invited to participate in the be briefed in detail on the legislative
legislative conference will be represen- situation as it exists in April in relatatives of Mine, Mill & Smelter Worker tion to the ILWU's program. By scheduling the conference for a Monday and
and United Electrical Worker locals in
a Tuesday maximum advantage can be
California. •
Michael Johnson, legislative repre- taken' of the presence in Sacramento
sentative here for the Northern Cali- of legislators and administrative heads.

Previous conferences that began on
weekends have suffered because many
legislators use the Saturday-Sunday
break to go home.
In reporting to the January 28 Council meeting on the legislative situation,
Johnson said that bills covering every
aspect of the ILWU's legislative program will be introduced at the current
session.
However, he added, the ILWU will
not introduce a bill if the California
Labor Federation or some other union
has already had a bill introduced doing
the same thing.
This year, he said, there will be a
conscious effort to avoid duplication
and to achieve legislative aims without
too much worry as to who gets the
credit for having had the bill introduced. The Labor Federation, he said,
is introducing bills covering many

phases of the ILWU program. Where
there are gaps, however, they will be
filled by bills the ILWU will ask legislators to introduce.
One field in which the ILWU—and
practically everyone else—seems to be
interested is hospitalization. A wide
variety of bills in the hospitalization,
preventive medicine and health plan
category are being introduced, and the
ILWU expects to have its own contribution along this line before the billintroducing phase of the legislative
process draws to a close.
By the end of January more than
1,200 bills had been introduced, and
the business of categorizing and analyzing them was becoming something
of a logjam.
However, Johnson promises a full
report categorizing and analyzing the
bills will be made to the locals well in
advance of ,the April conference.
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VANCOUVER, Wash. — More than protection. The textile unions never
34 years age), H. T. Davidson of ILWU
penetrated that country."
"It's no accident," the'Local 4 leader
Local 4 shook the red dust of North
Carolina and the lint of its textile - commented, "that eight officers and
mills from his feet forever, and came members of the Textile Workers Union
West to look for a new life on the wa- are rotting down there in jail in North
Carolina on 'conspiracy charges.? They
terfront.
were. convicted in order to break a
He found the•life; he liked it,•and he
stayed—through the '34 strike, to be- strike, their paper said, against unioncome one of the founders of the ILWU. busting and industrial tyranny. It was
Last December he went home to Ire- a conspiracy, all right—a conspiracy by
dell County to spend' Christmas with the employers against • the . unorganized."
his folks.
He found the trip educational, he
He had expected to find changes. But said. "It
made me appreciate our union ;
he says it was like "moving backward the
importance of fighting the right to
in time, and forward into the future." work and 'Little Landrum-Griffin' bills
Backward, because there are "still no
• —and the value of our lobbies at Olymunions, and still scab wages" in the tex- pia, Salem and Sacramento. They'd like
tile mills, and company towns like Kan- to bring that
pattern here, if they
napolis, which is owned lock, stock and
could. I call it the North Carolina patbarrel by Cannon Towels. And 'forward
tern, woof and web, right off those
into the future, because "they have spinning frames."
•
Automated those mills — but unlike
"North Carolina! The state our hew
ILWU, those workers have no share in Secretary of Commerce, Luther Hodges,
the machine."
comes from. He made his money .in
RECALLS OLD DAYS
those mills."
"In 1918, when I started work in the
Coyer mill," Davidson said, "they had
36 spinning frames, with 4 doffers taking the full bobbins of the frames and
putting on the empties—today, twice
:rvi
tc?,
that many frames and two doffers."
Davidson's sister is a spinner. "I
(Continued from Page 1)
can't tell you her name or where she's scenes pressures it could muster. Specemployed, it's' back of the Textile Cur- ulation runs to the effect that a stiff
tain, you might say. She could lose her price was paid to win over enough
job if they saw her name in a union Southern votes to carry the outcome.
paper."
On the final tally, 64 Democrats from
When Davidson left the mills, if a Southern and border states voted with
spinner could handle ten or 12 "sides," 148 Republicans in opposing the expanshe was good, if 14 or 16, she was "ex- sion resolution. Joining the 1.95 Demopert." On his trip home, he found his crats in favor were 22 Republicans,
sister "running 48 of those sides—with among whom Contra Costa's John Baldthe help of automation and speedup." win was the sole Westerner.
TIPOFF SEEN
He asked her how she could stand it,
The net result of the Administration
and she said, "I can't, but I do the best
victory is a limited Rayburn majority
I can. We have to eat."
on the Rules Committee, which is only
TOLL OF AUTOMATION
expected to hang together for moderIn the old days, a man went along ate welfare objectives. On civil rights,
and swept up the lint, "now a machine or decidedly liberal measures, a famildoes the sweeping, and you see one or iar conservative coalition will untwo spinners, where you used to see doubtedly assert control.
three or four," Davidson said. "AutoA tipoff on the narrow extent of the
mation has left a majority of the tex- Rules Committee change was visible
tile workers unemployed. They have no when Attorney-General Robert Kennedy visited Chairman Smith after the
House battle. Asked if civil rights had
been discussed, Smith replied in the
negative, but went on to express a
"guess" that the 'Administration will
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Strike activ- not propose new legislation in this field
ity in 1960 points to one of the most during 1961.
The President's economic message,
peaceful years in labor-management relations in the postwar period, accord- sketching out the first specifics of his
ing to preliminary estimates of the domestic program, listed an assortLabor Department's Bureau of Labor ment of legislative requests, executive
orders and hints of future requests.
Statistics.
It was obviously directed at roundApproximately 3,300 work stoppages
out Mr. Kennedy's position on the
ing
began in 1960, the lowest level since
as outlined in his State-of-theeconomy
1942. These stoppages involved about
message. That report emphasized
1,400,000 workers, matching the low Union
that the economy's present state is
postwar level reached in 1957.
"disturbing," that it is "in trouble"
Work stoppages in 1960 resulted in and that "this Administration does not
approximately 20 million man-days of intend to stand helplessly by."
idleness. This was about 20 per cent
16 RECOMMENDATIONS
higher than in 1957, attributable to an
To counteract the recession, the
increase in the duration of stoppages, President proposed 16 recommendabut was below the level for any other tions, most of them unfinished busipostwar year.
ness before Congress. The new elements
Major strikes occurred in construc- were a three-way labor-managementtion, railroad, shipbuilding, aircraft, public, advisory committee, bigger Soand electrical manufacturing indus- cial Security benefits aimed at raising
tries.
the incomes of some 5 million oldsters,
and a plan for lower long-term investment costs.
The Advisory Committee on LaborManagement Policy will consist of 7
union leaders, 7 from business, 5 from
the general public, Labor Secretary Arthur Goldberg and Commerce Secretary Luther Hodges. Its broad purpose
was described in this statement:
"The committee is directed to advise the President with respect to actions that may be taken by labor, management and the public which will
promote free and responsible collective
bargaining, industrial peace, sound
wage policies, sound price policies and
stability, a higher standard of living,
increased productivity, and America's
competitive position in world mar"Sorry to disturb you, but could you kets ..."
Many labor observers saw the complease slack off on the midship, and
mittee's chief job as restraining wage
come back on the yard ..."

irst

US Rep9rts Few
Strikes in 1960

the introduction of clamp bridles
Easf7zr, SSince
r and the clamp lift jitney in the hold, discharge of, newsprint has become faster, easier on the longshoremen and safer
fer ihcm to handle. Men used to have to wrestle the heavy rolls into position
under ihe hook by hand and fie a rope sling around them. Injury to the men and
damage to the paper was frequent.
1.7,!
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and price increases in key industries.
Likewise, the committee probably foreshadows more active intervention by
the White House in collective bargaining disputes.
SOCIAL SECURITY PROGRAM
On Social Security, the President
asked Congress to do these five things
by April 1:
• Increase the minimum monthly payment by $10 to $43.
• Give men the same option as women
to start drawing benefits at age 62
instead of 65.
• Reduce by 25 percent the time a
worker must spend -in jobs covered by
the system to qualify for benefits.
• Increase aged widows' pensions from
75 percent to 85 percent of their dead
husbands' benefits.
• Permit workers totally disabled for
six months to draw disability benefits
instead of having to prove that their
injury will lead to indefinite disability
or death.
Although the President urged early
action on this package, no date has yet
been set for hearings by the House
Ways and Means Committee. Traditionally, Congress sweetens Social Security
benefits during an election year.
JOBLESS PAY EXTENSION
The change in money policy is concerned with the' tricky job of pushing
down'long-term borrowing rates while
holding short-term rates at their present levels. A reduction in the long-term
.rate covering money borrowed for more
than five years is aimed at stimulating
private investment and borrowing by
state and local governments.
Heading the list of more conventional
anti-recession measures was the proposal calling for temporary extension
of jobless benefits. Workers who have
exhausted benefits since last October
31 would be eligible for up to 13- more
weeks of the compensation payments
they have been receiving. The additional weeks would be limited to half
the number they are entitled to under
state'law.
This program is to be financed by
requiring employers to pay compensation taxes on the first $4800 of each
worker's wages instead of the first
$3000. As in 1958, 'under the Eisenhower legislation, states would be free
to come in or skip the program, although all employers must pay the
higher tax.
The President said he would ask Congress for action on a more controversial measure by the end of March. This
. would set federal standards for the
amount and duration of state-administered benefits, a program Mr, Kennedy championed while in the Senate.
Another relief measure proposed
broadening of the Federal-state program of aid to dependent children.
Needy children whose fathers have
used up their joblesg pay would qualify
for existing benefits, now averaging
about $29.70 a month per child.
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Other proposals, labelled anti-slump
by the President, include the following:
• A step-by-step .increase in the dollar
minimum wage, bringing it to $1.15
this year and $1.25 two years later.
Coverage would be expanded to include about 4.5 million workers, mostly
in retail and service trades. This recommendation is about the same as the
compromise Senate bill that bogged
down last year.
• An immediate step-up in urban renewal projects to stimulate the construction industry. The President disclosed he had wired mayors in 297
cities asking them to list renewal projects that can be speeded up. Government help will be provided to carry this
out.
•Pilot Food Stamp projects, similar
to a program inaugurated in the late
Thirties, will be undertaken in six distressed areas. The objective is to make
more surplus foods available to the
needy.
• An earlier request for prompt action
on distressed areas legislation was renewed. This program calls for $390 million in loans and grants for chronically
depressed centers.
• The Veterans Administration is to
speed issuance of $258 million in dividend checks to GI life insurance holders. The President also said the Agency
would study the possibility of another
dividend this year. '
IMPACT HELD LIMITED
No definite price tag was put on the
relief program, although a White House
source put the cost at under $5 billion for this year. Actually, most of
the proposals will have only a limited
impact on Federal spending.
The most important, such as liberalized old-age benefits and additional jobless payments, would be financed from
heavier taxes on those at work. Other
programs, like the speedup in- Federalaided construction, would change the
timing but not the amount of spending.
The costlier programs, such as school
aid and resource development, were not
discussed in any detail. These programs, unlike the measures aimed
specifically at relief, are designed to
promote long-range growth.
His overall objective, Mr. Kennedy
told Congress, is to set the country "on
the road to full recovery and sustained growth." If• he finds that his
present package is not enough, the
Presiderit said he would recommend
additional stimulants by April 15.

Veteran Fisherman Passes
SEATTLE --- Funeral services were
held February 4 for Halfdan B. Nilsen,
77, retired commercial fisherman and
member of the Alaska Fishermen's
Union. Born in Norway, Nilsen lived in
Seattle 33 years, coming here from
Astoria, Oregon.
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La or Assails
Police State
Welfare Bill

Local 21 Asks Curb
On Deportations
LONGVIEW, Wash.—Letters urging
a ten-year Statute of Limitations
amendment to the Walter-McCarran
law have been sent by Local 21 to all
members of the Washington delegation
in Congress.
The action was authorized at the local's last stop-work meeting, implementing recommendations made at a
CRDC meeting January 8 in Vancouver.
The local also is on record in favor of
a legislative memorial to the same end.
Donald Van Brunt, one of the local's
two CRDC delegates, buttonholed several legislators on the subject during a
recent trip to Olympia,

Dated Fixed for
Pensioners Tests
SAN FRANCISCO — The first and
second days of ILWU dock workers'
multiphasic health tests, February 23
and 24 at the Longshore Hall, will be
set aside primarily for the pensioners.
Officers of ILWU Locals 10, 34, 75 and
91 will also participate in inauguration
of the program.
Arrangements are being made with
the Bay Area ILWU pensioners' group
on participation these first two days.
Starting Monday, February 27, the
health tests will be open to all members of the dock locals, including pensioners.

Seattle Unions Sponsor
$400 Scholarship Fund
SEATTLE—A $400 annual scholarship fund for a high school senior has
been established by the King County
Central Labor Council and the Union
Card and Label Council. Applicants
may come from any of the county's
43 high schools but must be the son or
daughter of a member of an AFL-CIO
union.

SAN FRANCISCO — The "tremendous benefit" of the dock workers'
multiphasic health tests, says Dr.
Nemat Borhani who is in charge of the
program for the California State
Health Department, is what happens
afterward:"We must prevent tragedies
before they strike."
All members of ILWU Locals 10, 34,
75 and 91 are invited to go through
the battery of health tests which will
be brought to the Longshore Hall at
400 North Point Street here starting
February 23. The program is under
Health Department auspices, with the
ILWU-PMA Welfare Fund and the Locals cooperating.
Dr. Borhani, interviewed by a Fund
staff member on what the men can
expect if they do learn they have some
chronic illness, spoke enthusiastically
of all modern medicine does in preventing pain and hardship, once a person
is aware he needs medical attention.
DETECTION STRESSED
"We don't know the causes of most
of the chronic diseases the multiphasic
will detect, including heart disease,"
he said. "Until we find the causes, we
cannot keep the diseases from starting;
they're different from smallpox and
the others where a vaccine protects
people from ever getting sick. ,
"We do know, however, that if
chronic disease is detected early, early
treatment makes it possible to keep
people from being disabled. It means
the difference between illness and being able to enjoy life."
What's an example of the difference
early treatment makes?
"Take high blood pressure," said Dr.
Borhani. "It can go along with no
symptoms,. nothing at all. By the time
you have symptoms, you're really sick.
Symptoms usually begin when complications begin, and you're probably
ready for the hospital.
"But find high blood pressure early,
and often all you need is medicine
which lowers the pressure, before it
does any damage and hurts your
heart."
HEART DISEASE CITED
What about men who learn they
have heart disease—does it necessarily
mean they'll be advised to take it easy
and not go on doing longshore work?
"It does not. The heart disease we'll
find in the multiphasic will be disease
a man already has and he's been working without any trouble from it. But
he needs medical care in order to go
on working without running into
problems with his heart.
"If heart disease has got to the point

New Grays Harbor Plant
May Boost Port Cargo
HOQUIAM — The volume of maritime cargo originating on Grays
Harbor will get a boost with the construction of the new $2.4 million pulp
bleaching plant to be built by Rayonier
Inc. The new unit will increase the
bleaChing plant to be built by Rayonier,
The bleaching plant is a part of a
$20 million program now under way.
Under construction is a chemical recovery plant, warehouse facilities, a
shop and store building and a second
paper making machine.

where it's interfering with your work,
you'll already know about it. What the
health tests do is find it when it's hidden so you can start preventive care.
"You know, nobody can predict for
sure if and when a man will have a
heart attack. However, there are a
number of factors known to have something to do with it.
THE TESTS HELP
"For instance, high blood pressure
(one test), an electrocardiogram (another of the tests) that doesn't look
as it should, overweight, physical exercise or lack of it, the way you eat, the
way you spend your leisure, each of
these has some relation to whether or
not you should expect heart trouble
sooner or later. If we detect the susceptible, we can administer preventive
measures.
"In the multiphasic, we can see if
there's a combination of these factors
from the tests and the questionnaire,
and we'll be able to tell you if you
should see your doctor now so he can
go to work on preventive care."
What good does the "vital capacity
and carbon monoxide" test in the multiphasic do?
Dr. Borhani explained it will detect
signs of any disease that affects how
the lungs function. One of these is
emphysema, in which the lungs become
distended and full of air. Pneumonia
is a common complication, but:
"Your doctor can prescribe treatment which will keep you from reaching the gasping stage of this illness,
and prevent infections like pneumonia

effectively on the outside for a full
pardon. He's still fighting.
Now in his favor is the fact the 22
years since his release have been ones
of exemplary behavior. For many
years he operated a watch repair shop
in San Francisco. It was a trade he had
learned in prison. Retired these past
two years, he lives in San Mateo. He is
67 and in poor health.
At one point in his campaign Billings
dispatched to former Governor Earl
Warren an impressive "certificate of
rehabilitation" bearing the signatures
of some of the men who had labored
originally to convict him. It's still gathering dust somewhere in state files.
Billings, while conceding such documents constitute a necessary legal step,
is still a little bitter about having to

which are a danger with emphysema."
Dr. Borhani was emphatic on the
subject of glaucoma, an eye disease one
of the tests will detect: "That's a terrible disease. It creeps up on you.
"Glaucoma blinds people only when
it's untreated. To save sight, it must
be found and treated early. The treatment is only eye drops. They prevent
blindness.
"Personally, I feel if we find two
cases of glaucoma, and save two men's
sight, the whole program and its cost
will be worthwhile.
"But then, the same is true for the
other diseases we'll find."
SCIENTIFIC POSSIBILITIES
The State Health Department is interested in what the program means to
science, as Dr. Borhani put it, "for the
public benefit, and that includes the
longshoremen. One reason is, this is the
only large group that had a similar
multiphasic as long ago as 1951, allowing comparisons of results ten
years apart. The scientific possibilities
are tremendous."
All individual test results will be
strictly confidential. Each man will be
notified either that his tests showed
no signs of any of the diseases looked
for, or that he should see his own doctor for examination and any treatment
needed.
Men who have Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan coverage under the ILWUPMA Welfare Fund will be using it for
followup. Men signed up in the Fund's
.Insured Health Plan will have their
insured benefits.
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HE CALIFORNIA State Health Department contributes this column.
It's addressed to the membership of
ILWU ',deals 10, 34, 75 and 91, because of the multiphasic health tests
the Department has undertaken to
bring to these members at the Longshore Hall in San Francisco starting
February 23.
However, every'member, and wives,
husbands, and parents, should make it
their business to have a glaucoma
test.
The "tension" test for glaucoma is
available from most of the health service plans covering ILWU families eligible in the negotiated welfare programs. West Coast longshoremen, and
San Francisco Bay area warehousemen
who have the insured type of health
benefits under their welfare programs
will have benefits paid on "tension"
tests.
MESSAGE TO ILWU MEMBERS
The Health Department's message to
Bay area dock workers:
Glaucoma is an important word to
know—for glaucoma can rob you of
sight. A test for this eye disease is

included in your multiphasic examination.
One out of every eight blind people
you see is a victim of glaucoma; it is
a leading cause of blindness.
Sight loss from this cause cannot
be brought ba,ck by surgery, as is possible in cataracts. For this reason glaucoma becomes the most important
cause of unnecessary blindness, blindness which could have been prevented.
Glaucoma is often called "hardening
of the eyeball" because the disease is
due to increased fluid pressure inside
the eye. The increased pressure slowly
causes damage to the parts of the eye
which enable you to see on each side,
resulting in a loss of side vision. This,
is like looking through a tunnel or a
gun barrel.
If the disease is not discovered and
treated early, the pressure finally destroys the nerve which controls sight.
The result is total blindness.
Although glaucoma occurs at any
age, it is more likely to happen to you
if you are over 35. The most common
type of glaucoma creeps up on you
slowly and without pain, or any other
symptoms you can recognize, until it
is late and much vision has been lost.
TWo out of every hundred people
over 35 have glaucoma and do not
know it.
employ such terms.
PAINLESS TEST
"What the hell,'".he asks, "had I to ,
rehabilitate myself from? I was infoGlaucoma need not affect you. It
cent."
can be treated, with eye drops, so that
The current campaign is being di- it does not lead to blindness. But it
rected to Governor Edmund G. Brown. must be found early to save vision.
Michael Johnson,ILWU legislative repTake advantage of the free eye tests
resentative here,. has already brought which are part of the multiphasic for
the matter to the attention of Brown's
members of Locals 10, 34, 75 and 91.
clemency secretary, Cecil Poole.
A vision chart is used to measure how
One of the leaders in the fight for clearly you are able to see at a disBillings is ILWU Regional. Director tance.
William Chester, who, like Billings,
Then some drops are put in your
lives in San Mateo.
eyes so that an instrument can measBillings, a member of Watchmakers ure the pressure. This "tension" test
Local 101, has been an active figure in takes only a few minutes and causes
the labor movement in the years since
no pain or discomfort.
his release. But he hasn't been able to
You cannot afford to miss these eye
vote or enjoy other civil rights because tests to find glaucoma in its early
of his status.
stage when blindness can be prevented,

T

NCDC Asks Full Pardon for Warren Billings
(Continued from page 1)
his possession. It contained dynamite.
Billings, like Mooney, was active in
union organizing at the time.
In the Preparedness Day case supporters of Mooney and Billings were
able to establish after years of struggle that neither man had anything to
do with the bombing.
The issue finally became a political
one. One of the pledges upon which 01son was elected in 1938 was that he
would free Mooney, which he did on
January 7, 1939.
Billings, however, was kept in prison
for 10 additional months. The reason
was that at first he would not accept
commutation. Finally, his attorneys
convinced him he could fight more

DISPATCHER

Doctor Points Up
Future Benefits

9

SALEM, Ore.—A bill which would
require all able-bodied welfare recipients to work without pay for their
general assistance dole was introduced
in the legislature last week; and
promptly labeled a "step toward a
police state," by AFL-CIO Secretary
James T. Marr.
The measure, HB 1127, requires the
general assistance applicant to perform "labor or services in a work relief
program," as a condition to "grant of
general assistance for the benefit of
himself or those to whom he owes a
legal duty to support."
It also specifies the relief pittance
may be cut off if an applicant refuses
to perform such labor; fails or refuses
to report for work "when and as directed," repeatedly absents himself
from work, is "insubordinate to foreman, overseer, or other supervisor," or
is guilty of unspecified "misconduct."
The labor lobby charged the bill,
introduced at the request of the interim committee on public welfare,
would place some persons under "the
complete control of the state."
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C nada ILWU Conventio; Pushes
Organizing, Hhorter Work a Goal
(Continued from Page 1)
nomic and political -field and then join
said. "Over the years I've never yet
with the rest of labor in fighting for it.
seen an employer that would give you
Great social advances have been made
anything unless you're already strong
Possible but they will not come by
enough to take it away from him."
themselves. Above all, they must be
worked for in a world at peace."
He emphasized that a solution to
unemployment lay in "cutting the
PRITCHETT REPORTS
,hours of work to where there will be
In opening the convention, Canadian
no unemployment and raising wage
Area President Craig Pritchett warned
rates to the point where they will be
that anti-labor legislation was about to
high enough for a family to live propbe introduced into the British Columerly."
bia legislature by the Social Credit
POLITICAL ACTION URGED
government. He predicted that it would
"All these problems which face include abolition of the check-off of
labor," he stated, "can't be solved by
union due§ and perhaps other restriceconomic action alone. Our economic tions on trade union rights.
gains can be taken away from us on the
"We do not have the check-off in
political field by anti-labor legislation. our industry," he Said, "but we regard
."Management today isn't out to de- an attack on any union as an attack
stroy •the labor movement entirely. on all labor."
That wouldn't look nice in international
Pritchett pointed out that "the
politics. What they would like to do is
whole industry is being changed by
to so control it as to make it inmechanization; it is hitting us with a
effective. They figure now is the time. bang. There has been a great increase
to do it."
in the tonnage - handled With a relaHe urged delegates to get into politi- tively small increase in the labor force.
cal action, to recognize the need for. In this year's contract we have won
social change, to take a stand and
conditions that offer substantial prospeak out.
tection to our members against the
"Draft a program spelling out what adverse effects of mechanization. Your
you want" he said, "both on the ecounion is recognized by many unions as

Will Oregon Back
14th Amendment?
SALEM, Ore.—Senator Alfred A.
Corbett, Portland, has introduced a
bill to put the state officially on record for the 14th amendment. The
legislature ratified the civil rights
proviso once before—in 1866. But
two years later the state solons,
irked by Reconstruction, "withdrew
their consent, 26 to 18."
Oregon did not get around to ratifying the 15th amendment until
1959.

having done valuable pioneering in this
field."
He said that "the trade union movement needs the atmosphere of worldpeace in order that we may sit down
and work out our needs," and called
on delegates to continue pressing for
policies that would help to avoid war.
The convention's world trade resolution supported "the principle of trade
with all countries of the world, providing it is in the national interest." It
also backed the Canadian "government
in continuing "to sanction ''normal
trade with Cuba: in spite of the American boycott."
CU ,A TRIP RACKED
The political action resolution supported independent political action.
Discussion reflected dissatisfaction by
SEATTLE—The 11-year effort to
many delegates with present moves
deport Mrs. Hazel Anna Wolfe, 62 year
towards a new Canadian political party
old great-grandmother, has run into
as being too narrowly based and, another legal road-block from
the US
limited including the Canadian ComCourt of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
monwealth Federation and unions af- in San Francisco.
filiated with the Canadian Labor
Attorney John Caughlan, for whom
Congress. The resolution urged develMrs. Wolfe works as legal secretary,
opment of .an all-inclusive people's
received word that the circuit court
movement.
has set aside the deportation order
The convention supported the deciissued in the federal court here by
British
Columbia
the
sion of
FederaJudge John C. Bowen.
tion of Labor to send a delegation to
The appeals court said Judge Bowen
Cuba and hailed the opportunity .of
should
have summoned a three-judge
hand
first
report to the
getting "a
court to hear .Mrs. VVolfe's challenge
Canadian membership."
to the constitutionality of the law
RESOLUTIONS LISTED •
which permits deportation of an alien
Other resolutions adopted by the
to any country which will accept them.
convention called for:
cently denied an apartment by six UniOLYMPIA—All past attendance recMrs. Wolfe was order deported to Eng• Joint negotiations in 1962 by all
versity district landlords but no action
ords for a public hearing on legislation
land although she was born in Victoria,
locals to reduce negotiation costs and
were shattered when more than 500 could be taken against them as their
B.C., and brought to this country as
also to strengthen the bargaining
properties are not public assisted."
persons jammed the Senate chambers
an
infant.
power of the whole union.
to have their say on measures which
LETTERS URGED
• Immediate steps to set up an Educawould prohibit discrimination in all
tion Committee by the Canadian Area
"There is only one race, the human
211`
housing.
which will undertake an educational
race," Dr. Costigan said. Applause
The session was called jointly by the greeted the assertion that, "every time
program for all locals on such 'subjects
House,and Senate Judiciary Commitas the various labour acts, trade unionwrong is done to a Negro here, every
tees and centered primarily around
SAN FRANCISCO—A major added
ism, shop stewardship, the compensacolored man in the world feels it as a
Senate Bill 7 by Senators John Dore
cargo
for the Port of San Francisco
other
tion
act,
safety
regulations
and
personal grievance."
began January 26 with the arrival of
(D., Seattle) and Dewey Donohue (D.,
related subjects.
Tanner declared that housing disthe motorship Piraus from Guayaquil,
Dayton). The present omnibus civil
crimination is directly responsible for ,.• Action by the Canadian Area and
Ecuador, with 10000 stems of bananas.
rights law prohibits discrimination
intensify
their
efforts
to
ILWU
to
the
the alarming growth in school segreonly in "public assisted" housing. S.B.
Port Director Rae F. Watts said the
organize all the unorganized in the
gation in many parts of the state.
7 would put an end to that restriction.
new service by the Standard Fruit and
waterfront industry in British ColumSupporters are urging letters to all
Steamship Company of New Orleans
As in previous sessions opposition
bia, recognizing that this will increase
legislators and particularly to the
should mean about 38,000 tons of new
the strength of the union.
came from real estate interests. Those
chairmen of the respective judiciary
business for the port annually.
• Reduction of the age limit, for old
leading the fight against the measures
committees. They are: Senator John A.
age pensioners from 70 to 60 for males
B. C. Cannon, terminals division
were S. R. Franklin of the Seattle
Petrich (D., Tacoma) and Representaand from 65 to 55 for females, with a
manager for Standard Fruit, said the
Apartment House Operators Associative Keith Campbell (D., Spokane).
pension of $75.00 at 60 for males and
company's six chartered motorships
tion and Richard Lenington, president
In the 1959 session, a similar meas- 55 for females without a means test..
will unload 10,000 stems at Pier 33
of the Seattle Real Estate Board.
ure passed the House but died in the • Building of ships in Canadian yards
every week until a conveyor system is
SUPPORTERS NUMEROUS
Senate Rules Committee.
by the federal government to create a
installed. Thereafter each arrival will
Supporters, however, out-gunned and
Canadian Merchant Marine. .
comprise 20,000 stems.
out-numbered the opponents and rep•• Federal government action to reresentatives of many organizations
institute the Canadian National Steamsupporting stringent legislation were
ship Service on the west coast of Canstill to be heard from when the three
ada based on the principle that existing
and a half hour heated session was
communities must be served.
SEATTLE—A proposal that the 300
adjourned.
employees of the Port of Seattle be • Cleaning and lining of deep sea
SEATTLE—An application for the
Leading spokesman for the measures placed under civil service in order to
vessels by Canadian workers to whom
construction of two fast, containerized
included Joe Jones, University of eliminate any "political" control has
this work justly belongs, rather than
carriers has been filed with the FedWashington football star; Dr. Giovanni been made by Commissioner Frank Kithaving it done by ship's crews.
eral Maritime Board by the OlympicCostigan, University of Washington chell, who took office January 3.
• Action to change the character of
Griffiths Lines, Inc. with headquarters
history professor and Jack Tanner,
the government's Compensation Board
Seating of Kitchell, who was elected
here. The application is for the grantrepresenting the NAACP.
which has made a "mockery" of legis- ing of mortgage and loan insurance
with labor support, completes the enJones told the legislators "these bills largement of the commission to five
lative protection for injured working' under the Merchant Marine Act.
are needed. I know. I have been dispeople.
members in accordance with a measure
The two vessels will have speeds of
criminated against." Jones was re- approved by the voters on November 8.
18 knots and will make a weekly turnAt this election voters approved a
around on the Seattle-San Francisco
measure placing state employees under
Los Angeles run. Each vessel will be
civil service.
fully containerized with a capacity of
Officers of the commission for the
200 8 by 8 by 20 foot containers and
PORTLAND—Foreign goods clear- 75 automobiles. Rates will be on the
next two years will be Clarence Car'ander, president; Captain Tom Mc- ing the ship's rail here in 1960 totaled
basis of door-to-door pickup and deSEATTLE — The Seattle-King
Manus, vice president, and John Hay- 559,316 tons, making a new record in
livery. The new service will be known
County Lutheran Council, speaking
don, secretary. Haydon, publisher of imports. Exports fell, by almost the
as the Sea Express Line.
for 35 congregations, has thrown its
the Marine Digest, is also a newly same amount, under *the 1957 record.
support behind a comprehensive
The year was Portland's second best
ro
elected commissioner.
anti-discrimination program includin export-import trade, with a total of
ing a proposal to cover all housing.
3,392,601 tons moving through the port
Mothball VVheaf Fleet
The council's declaration said it
in foreign trade.
is "opposed to discrimination in emA greater amount of tonnage went to
Faces Scrap Heap
ployment, in places of public resort,
ASTORIA, Ore.—A plan to unload Japan than to any other country, and
accommodation or amusement and
grain, stored for six years in the Mari- more imports bore the Japanese label.
in buying, selling, renting or leasing
time Administration's mothball fleet Grain topped the list of items sent
of real and personal property bein Cathlamet Bay, was begun here abroad.
cause of race, religion, color or nawhen the William Clagget was towed
tional origin."
to Portland and divested of its 6,000- Yakima Valley Organizing Pushed
The council said that such disYAKIMA, Wash.—The campaign of
ton cargo.
crimination is "morally wrong and
the AFL-CIO to organize west coast
Commodity Credit Corporation officontrary to Christian principles"
agricultural workers has spread to the
cials said the wheat had been sold; and
and that it supports legislation beYakima Valley. George Underwood, orthat all of the vessels in the reserve
cause "appeals to the consciences of
ganizer, said that 400 workers in the
fleet now used for storage purposes—
the individual citizens of this state
about 35—would be unloaded. It is ex- Tieton-Cowiche area have signed and
have not succeeded in ending dis"Automation or no automation, I'm
pected that once they are unloaded, that the drive is now on in the Benton
crimination."
not putting on ihoe roller sharies:'
the Liberty ships will be sold for scrap. City region.

Court Again
Blocks Deport
Of Mrs. Woke

Anti-Bias Hearing in Olyuipia
Shatters Attendance Records

anana Line Adds
San Francisco Stop

Civil Service Urged
For Port Employees

Seattle Lutherans
Urge Ban on Bias

Containerized Craft
Planned on Coast

Portland imports
Hit New Record
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Labor Rallies to Beat Back
Oregon's Little -L-G Bill
SALEM, Ore.—Organized labor was
rallying this week to beat back the
"Little Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin bill"
cooked up by Senator Harry Boivin's
interim committee.
As president of .the senate, Boivin
succeeded in sending the bill to his own
committee instead of to the Labor and
Industries Committee.
ILWU legislative representative
Ernie Baker said the measure "prop-

erly belongs" before the latter committee.
As Boivin scheduled hearings on his
bill, delegates from every Union in Oregon were pouring into the capital to
register strong opposition.
The issue highlighted the labor lobby's meeting here this week. It will also
be featured .in the ILWU-CRDC's legislative report, Baker said.
HATFIELD MOVE WATCHED
Labor was also watching closely Governor Hatfield's • drive to abolish the
Public Welfare Commission, along with
other commissions, and to, move state
welfare offices to Salem.
The labor lobby, so far, has taken no
position in the matter, "watching all
the sparring that is going on," and
Waiting to see who is to blame for the
SALEM, Ore.—A bill to abolish the commission's failure, Up to now, to take
state labor commissioner's office—now advantage of .the federal surplus food
an elective position—and replace it plan, Baker indicated..
with a department of labor has been
Baker said he himself was "opposed"
introduced here.
to moving the state office, as he felt it
"The labor lobby is going 'all out' to should remain in the "metropolitan
oppose this one," ILWU-CRDC repre- area where most • of its services are
rendered."
sentative Ernie Baker, reports.
The unions supported .a bill introThe measure is one of several aimed
at centering power in the administra- duced- last week by Senator Tom Mative branch — part of Governor Hat- honey, admonishing. the commission on
its failure to use surplus foods, and difield's reorganization plan.
recting that it be state policy to take
Other measures would _ abolish the
"full; complete and prompt advantage"
welfare commission, public utilities
of the federal surplus foods program.
commission, highway commission and
The lobby delegated AFL-CIO presistate forestry board; replacing them
dent, J. D. McDonald, to attend a hearwith "departments" directly responsiing on .the bill, Baker said. When Pubble to the governor.
lic Welfare Administrator Jeanne JewThe one aimed at the office of state ett .claimed the cost of giving out the
labor commissioner would place labor, food had deterred her office from advolabor standards and employment, and cating its use, McDonald said, "What
the industrial accident division under are cost items, compared to starving
one heading.
people!"
17 PER CENT ESTIMATE
It was brought out by Senator- WalLegislators Ask Time
ter Pearson,. Portland, quoting from a
Limit on Deportations
letter. received from United States SenOLYMPIA — House Joint Memorial ator Maurine B. Neuberger, that
ad13, asking congress to put a 10-year
ministrative costs in other areas had
statute of limitations on deportations
never exceeded 25 per -cent of the food
or denaturalizations, has been intro- ; cost. "I think it's cheap at the price,"
duced ,in the House under bipartisan • said Pearson. • • . •
sponsorship. The measure was introThe Multnomah County welfare com, duced by Representatives William
mission has since estimated surplus
Klein (D., Vancouver), Daniel Brink food could be distributed in Portland
„(D., Seattle) and Slade Gorton (R., for 17 per cent of cost, and that more
Seattle).
than 100,000 persons in that county
would be eligible to receive it. The
area's labor council began urging its
Funeral Services for Zaharoff.
SEATTLE — Funeral services, were distribution several_ years ago.
held in the Greek OrthodOx Church of
.• On the tax front, Baker reported that
the Assumption here for George Zahar- he and *Torn Scanlon, AFL-CIO lobbyoff, 69, retired member of ILWU Lo- ist,. had hit an income tax gouge proposed by the interim committee on taxcal 19 and former seaman. Mr. 7Zaharoff
lived in Seattle for 50 years. Survivors ation, -1-1B .1001 with "double barrels,"
include two sisters, Mrs. Andronikie and he hoped it was a "dead duck," as
Sterios and Mrs: George Diafos, both
well as a cigarette tax - measure, which
he thought was "killed, too."
of Seattle.
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102 Year Old Longshoreman
SDends Spare Time Fishing

CRDC Fights
End of Labor
Commission

Funeral Services for McCarty
SEATTLE — Funeral'services were
held January 23 for Dennis N. McCarty, 74, a retired member of ILWU
Local 19. Mr. McCarty had been a resident of Seattle since. 1908. As a youth
be worked as a cowboy on ranches in
Montana and Wyoming. Survivors include his widow Nora and two sons,
Dennie E. of Seattle and Silas of San
Francisco.

400 Urge End
Of Un-Americans
NEW YORK — Four hundred
prominent citizens urged the end of
the House un-Ameranc Activities
Committee in petition published
February 8 as an advertisement in
the New York Times.
Among the signers are Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr,
theologian; ILWU President Harry
Bridges, publisher Alfred A. Knopf,
scientists Harold Urey, Linus Pauling and Harlow Shapley; writers Elmer Rice, Louis Untermeyer, Thornton Wilder and Lewis Mumford, and
Dr. Martin Luther King, southern
Negro leader.
The petition charges the commitIC has "denied individual Americans
the due ,process of law that English
and American courts have toilsomely
evolved over many centuries."

Bay Area Pensioners
Install New Officers
SAN FRANCISCO—George Pickering was elected president of the ILWU
San Francisco Bay Area Pensioners
Club February .8, and George Woolf
was elected secretary-treasurer. Elmer
Richardson was re-elected vice president. All three were installed at the
club meeting immediately after the
election.

Kennedy Asked to ECs:
Metal Industry Collapse
P ,P.

DENVER, Colo.—Action of the new
Kennedy. administration and Congress
"to preserve the US non-ferrous metals
industry against serious danger of collapse" Was urged in a statement issued
by top officers of the International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers
meeting here recently.
The action was called for immediately following receipt of information
from the Kennecott Copper Corporation of impending heavy layoffs at the
company's western operations in Nevada, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico
by the end of this month.
Texaco Tanker . Sets Record
SEATTLE — The tanker Texaco
Delaware set the 1960 record for the
number of calls by a vessel at a local
terminal. The 'Port of Seattle announced the vessel was in again, out
again 38 times in 1960.

CARL SMITH-102 YEARS OLD
SEATTLE—The old wheeze about a
man being as old as he feels gets 'a
living demonstration from Carl Smith,
102-year-old member of ILWU Local
19 who puts in a full week on the docks
and spends his spare time at his favorite recreation—hunting and fishing.
On a recent week end, the man who
was a youngster when the first shot in
the Civil War was fired, demonstrated
his prowess. Although weather and
water were not favorable for steelheading, he returned to the Salmon Bay
boathouse with a 7 and a 10 pounder
to win approving (and envious) nods
from fellow sportsmen.
Smith, a member of the Cherokee
tribe, was born in what is now known
as Cherokee, Kansas, on Christmas
Day, 1858. He lived in Kansas until
1916 when he made a trip to the Puget
Sound country and decided that this

would be a nice place to settle down.
"It wasn't so cold in the winter," he
explains. The hunting and fishing possibilities were also strong attractions.
Smith started longshoring in 1917 at
the age of 59 as a member of the old
Seattle ILA local. Three years later be
left the front to sail With Alaska
Steam. He began longshoring again in
1941 as a member of the pool and the
following year became a member of
Local 19.
As would be expected, there is some
skepticism about his age. But a check
of old employment records always list
his birthday as December 25, 1858.
Although still in robust health Smith
says he is looking forward to retirement.
"There are day," he admits, "when
I think I am getting a little old for this
kind of work."

ortiand City Council Rebuffs
lea for Witchhunt Fund Drive
PORTLAND, Ore.—An organization,
claims the Communists have • an
exact timetable for toppling the United
States by 1973, was unable to talk scoffing city fathers into granting its request for a permit to solicit $88,000 for
fighting communism.
Councilman Stanley Earl questioned
Walter Huss, who identified himself as
president of the "Freedom Crusade,"
and the group's attorney, Leroy B.
Skousen, a former FBI agent, on pamphlets and material bearing the organization's stamp.
Earl pointed out. the literature attached the United Nations, the National
Council of Churches, unions not in the
CIO. He read extracts which accused
Chief Justice Warren of creating a
"black belt of Soviet sympathizers."
- Huss said the red timetable called
for the fall of India and South America
by 1965, which would leave the United
States encircled, so his group was "concerned."
Earl said in his opinion, "the causes
of communism are hunger, disease and

oppression." He suggested the $88,000
would "do more good if you gave it to
the Salvation Army or some organization that could use it. to feed hungry
people."
The Rev. Eric Robinson, representing
95 ministers in the Portland Ministerial
Association, charged that Huss in his
radio broadcasts had smeared the Portland clergy.
Request for the permit, which the
Council had denied once before, was
referred back to the Public Solicitations
Commission.

BellFnczbam Longshoremen
Averaged $6,000 in 1960
BELLINGHAM—Local longshoremen had a good year in 1960 with
wages averaging $6,000 according to
a report filed with the city council by
Harbormaster Harry T. Lewis. The report said longshoremen worked on 138
ocean-going vessels as compared to 115
in 1959. Cargo tonnage was up 260,000
over the previous year.
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NCDC Backs Plan
To Curb Red Hunt
BRODERICK—Northern California District Council of the ILWU has
gone on record in support of plans
of Representative James Roosevelt
(D., Calif.) to limit power of the
House Un-American Committee by
forcing it to justify its request for
funds. Letters to California Congressmen urging them to support
this position have been sent.

Fishermen
Seek Action
By Congress
SEATTLE—Legislation which would
give US fishermen a fixed percentage
of the domestic market is being urged
on congress by George Johansen, secretary-treasurer of the Alaska Fishermen's Union.
Johansen left for the national capital
February 5 for conferences with members of the Washington congressional
delegation and other interested persons. He said that some percentage
arrangement is preferable to high tariffs and other proposals which would
be disruptive of good international
trade relations.
US fishermen have been particularly
hard hit by the importation of sole,
cod and other bottom fish. Such imports, he said, have jumped from 302,518,000 pounds in 1940 to 1,113,000,000
pounds in 1959. Fishermen in the Pacific Northwest, he said, have retained
the local market but ship very little
fish elsewhere except a small amount
to California.
"The New England states probably
are feeling the pinch even more than
we are," he said. "They have a much
larger fishing fleet."

Hatfiel Calls
Oregon Mpet,
On Job Crisis
PORTLAND, Ore. — Because of the
job crisis in Oregon, Governor Hatfield
last week asked the Department of Labor to classify Portland as an area of
critical unemployment, giving it a "D"
labor surplus classification, which
would enable local ship repair firms to
bid on government ship repair contracts.
He has also slated a state-wide conference on unemployment to be held
February 14 in Salem—the first of "at
least two" such meetings he plans to
hold for the purpose of analyzing trends
and prescribing remedies for "soft
spots" in the state's faltering economy
and overall job picture.
Some 50 businessmen, economists
and labor leaders have been asked to
take part in the meetings, the Governor said. He indicated the first one
would center its attention on the plywood industry; which accounts for 60
per cent of the total manufacturing
payroll of Oregon.
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Growing
C cLilencre
SACRAMENTO — Growing unemployment and resulting hunger in some
particularly hard-hit areas of California are the issues that have thrust
themselves into the center of the Sacramento stage as the California Legislature moves into the second month
of its regular session.
They are issues to which Governor
Edmund G. Brown paid scant heed in
his opening address to the legislators
on January 3. Now, however, he is
voicing his alarm and his determination that there shall be state action.
Official state figures on unemployment for January were not yet available as this issue of The Dispatcher
went to press, but Irving Perluss, state
Director of Employment, predicted to a
Senate Committee the figure would hit
8 percent of the labor force.
450,000 JOBLESS
This means that in the neighborhood of 450,000 workers in California
are without jobs and that 150,000 of
these are not covered by unemployment insurance. Even in the best times,
state statisticians say there are 150,000
persons in California who are classified
as available for work but who have no
jobs. This figure has now increased by
300,000 in the current recession.
The increase has been most rapid
during January. The last official state
figure put the jobless total at 6.1 per-

77rart 712 and Hu g
nia State fficials
cent of the labor force, although the
federal figure for the same period was
6.9 percent.
Governor Brown learned, somewhat
to his surprise during the month, that
there are people in San Bernardino
county—and probably elsewhere—who
are hungry as a result of unemployment.

county as against 258 for the same
period in 1958.
After hearing this and other what he
termed "bleak reports" from his various department heads Brown issued an
unprecedented statewide appeal to
bankers, landlords and utility companies to "use some restraint" in foreclosures, evictions and service cut offs.
The situation in the Mendocino, Hum
MALNUTRITION REPORTED
boldt, and Del Norte county lumber reWhen the Governor was told of hungion is understood to be on a par with
ger conditions in San Bernardino
that in San Bernardino county.
county he sent one of his secretaries,
George Black, director of the San
Richard Kline, to the area, to bring
Bernardino County Housing Authority,
him a first hand report.
was quoted as saying:
Kline reported "serious situations"
"We are approaching a precipice of
exist among the 13,500 jobless in the
area that "could lead to malnutrition." disaster . . . We are going to have
County officials, who had been say- wholesale evictions in our public housing reports were exaggerated, began to ing units. .. We can't hold off much
longer ... We are on the edge, just
change their tune a bit.
Kline described the situation in San on the edge."
BILL DELAYED
Bernardino county as one of "wideState action to meet this challenge
spread deprivation." In the city of Fontana, where •the Kaiser steel mill is has to date been less than spectacular.
One bill (AB 25), making ,$30 millocated, 1,500 out of a total population of 13,000 are jobless. The steel mill lion in school construction loan funds
is ,employing 25 percent less workers available immediately in hard-hit
areas, has been rushed through the
than it did in June.
Half of the building trades workers Legislature and has reached the Govin the county are out of work, Kline ernor's desk.
told the Governor. "Wholesale evicA second bill, supported by the
tions" from public housing projects ILWU, has run into delays, however.
are in prospect. A title company re- This is SB 133 by Sen. Stanford C.
ported 485 home foreclosures in the Shaw (D., Ontario) designed to make
13 weeks of additional unemployment
insurance benefits available immediately to workers who have exhausted
their benefits.
As proposed originally' by Shaw the
measure was to apply to hard-hit areas
price supports and deficit sales of sur- only. He later amended the measure to
plus commodities overseas, the com- make it statewide. The bill has been
mittee said.
hung up in the Senate Committee on
The committee, headed by Senator Insurance and Financial Institutions
Paul Douglas (D., Ill.), didn't include for the past two weeks, however, and
"aid of broad and general benefit"— cannot possibly get through the legissuch as veterans' benefits, overseas lative process short of another two.
aid, grants to states for relief, lowUnder existing law, which the ILWU
priced school lunches, hospital operahelped push through the 1959 session,
tion, public health care, and aid to
the additional 13 weeks are sure to be
Indians.
available in April. About the best the
Business subsidies increased from
jobless can hope for now is that the
$809 million in 1951 to $1,300 million date may be moved up to March.
in 1960. The largest business subsidy
SURPLUS FOOD ISSUED
was the Post Office Department's $525
Meanwhile, the unemployment crisis
million deficit in handling business
mail in 1960. Airline industry subsi- served to focus attention on the fact
that only 24 of California's 58 coundies were second with $228 million, and
ties have been availing themselves of
the government spent $165 million on
federal surplus foods. None of the large
the maritime industry and $83 million
population counties such as San Franto improve rivers and harbors and help
cisco, Los Angeles, Alameda or San
with flood control.
Diego, is included in the 24,
It's difficult to figure subsidies, the
The plight in which the Legislature
committee said: "School lunches subsifinds itself was underscored by a prodize the farmer by helping cut farm
posal being advanced by Sen. John IV.
surpluses, but they also clearly subsidize recipients of this food and their Hohndahl (D., Oakland). Hohndahl
parents. Second-class postage rates far thinks the state should have some
from cover the costs of carrying maga- "economic health insurance" to do
zines and newspapers, but publishers, something about recessions before they
advertisers, subscribers, and other get started.
readers share the benefit."
He figures it's less than smart to get
caught by surprise, as in the present
case, and then rush in with stop-gap
Seattle Area Tops 1 Million
SEATTLE—The Seattle metropoli- remedies.
tan area (King and Snohomish counHe likens it to letting a cold deties) has a population of 1,107,213 ac- velop into double pneumonia before gocording to the final revised and cor- ing to a doctor. The problem hererected figures announced by the Cen- seems to be that even the doctors are
sus Bureau.
slow about treating the patient.

Subsidies to Farms, BlibineSS
eached $7.4 Billion in 1960
WASHINGTON — The House-Senate
economic committee figures the US
handed out $7,400 million in subsidies
last year. This is up from $1,900 million in 1951, an increase of nearly 300
per cent.
The committee said farm subsidies
rose from $900 million to $3,600 million in the ten years, just keeping Pace
with the general increase. Two-thirds
of the 1960 farm subsidy represents

NCDC Reelects
Officers for 1961
BRODERICK
All officers of the
Northern California District Council
of the ILWU were reelected at a meeting in Local 17's hall here January 28.
Henry Schmidt, Local 10, was returned as president; LeRoy King, Local 6, was reelected Vice-President;
and Michael Johnson, Local 34, was
selected again as secretary. Installation was made by Regional Director
William Chester.

No Food for Jobless—
Dollars for Civil Defense
SALEM,Ore.—With 11.7 of Oregon's
labor force unemployed (29.7 in Newport-Toledo area), and state relief officials quibbling with legislators over
the "high cost" of handing out surplus
foods to the needy, House solons this
week came up with a bill to turn over
$287,000 to "civil defense."

Can dian Government Cracks Down on Fishermen
(Special to The Dispatcher)

VANCOUVER, B. C. — The United
Fishermen & Allied Workers Union is
today under attack by the Restrictive
Trades Practices Commission of the
federal government.
Specifically the union has been
charged with being part of a combine
to fix prices. The union represents some
7000 members who include wage workers, as well as fishermen who own their
own boats, and signs contracts with the
fishing companies both as to wages and
prices.
The case has now been pending for
over four years. A number of hearings
have been held. The cost of this legal
battle to the union has been considerable.
The latest battle has been waged
over the questions of public hearings

and the release of evidence to the union.
The union declares,"we have nothing
to hide. Our agreements are on file in
Ottawa and Victoria. Our activities in
advancing the standard of living and
working conditions of our members
have always been publicized. We insist
on public hearings so the people of
Canada will know exactly what efforts
are being made to destroy our fundamental rights and freedoms."
The Commission and the fishing
companies opposed public hearings.
The union also insists on having access to any and all evidence and testimony heard by the Commission in order to prepare its defense. It bases its
case on the fact that any reasonable
concept of justice must include the
right of the person against whom allegations have been made to receive full

access to all evidence and documents
upon which the allegations are based.
Fishermen charge that the Commission heard secret evidence by the fishing companies against the union, drew
up charges against the union based on
this evidence and then refused to let
the union see any of the original
evidence.
The, latest twist in the case is that
the fishing companies have combined
to secure injunctions which restrain
the Commission from releasing any evidence to the union, from holding public
hearings and from making public or
releasing to the union any further
evidence that the company representatives may give in private hearings.
Since the union took the position
"Igo Agreement—No Fish" the parliament of Canada has passed special leg-

islation granting the union the right to
continue doing until 1961 the things
that it is charged with doing illegally.
The union has shown that a monopoly does exist in the fishing industry.
It consists of tour big companies, with
British Columbia Packers in the lead.
They engage in price-fixing and profittaking at the expense of the people and
the fishermen.
The union has conclusively shown
that its union agreements have na
bearing whatever on the price the public pays for fish. That price is at all
times set by the companies at the highest possible level that the market can
stand.
Some years ago a similar ."anti-trust"
attack was launched against West
Coast fishermen in the United States.
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Roseilini
OLYMPIA—Pointing
out that Wash.
., „
ington has the nation's third highest
rate of insured unemployment, Governor Albert Rosellini has requested that
it be included among the areas chosen
to try out the new food stamp plan.
The governor made the requests to
Secretary of Agriculture Orval Freeman shortly after President Kennedy
announced that the stamp plan for the
distribution of food to the needy would
be given a tryout in West Virginia,
Pennsylvania, eastern Kentucky, northern Minnesota, southern Illinois and
the Detroit area.
As the governor made the request,
the number of jobless drawing unemployment compensation soared past
the 80,000 mark in spite of exhaustions. For the first time in the history
of the program, benefits are now running well ahead of income although
the fund still has a balance of some
$200 Million.
The department announced that for
the week ending January 21 the exhaustions reached 3,462 and will climb
steadily. (These persons would be entitled to an additional 13 weeks if congress accepts President Kennedy's
recommendations.)
In the various counties, the un6mployment rate runs from a low of 5.7
percent of the insured labor force to
a high of 33.5 percent.

T-H epeal Move
Urged in Olympia
OLYMPIA -- House Joint Memorial 7 calling on congress to repeal
section 14-b of the Taft-Hartley law
has been adopted by the House 6433 on a roll call vote. Speakers for
the measure pointed out that it is
under this section that states can
enact "right-to-work" laws.
The repeal memorial is the first
of the measures sponsored by the
Joint Labor Lobby to come up for
a vote. HJM 7 was sponsored by
Representatives Daniel Brink (D.,
Seattle), Ann O'Donnell (D., Seattle) and Avery Garrett (D., Renton).

Van Brunt on State
Safety Committee
LONGVIEW, Wash. — Donald Van
Brunt, active in safety work in Local
21 and a leading panelist in the last
two annual, state-wide safety conferences, has been appointed to the Governor's Safety Advisory Committee.
He received a letter from Governor
Albert D. Rosellini notifying him of the
appointment last week. He is the first
longshoreman ever to serve on the committee.

Hawkins Heads Major
Assembly Committee
SACRAMENTO—A legislator with
one of the most consistent pro-labor
voting records in the California Assembly has, at long last, been given a
major committee chairmanship.
Assemblyman Augustus F. Hawkins (D-LA), one of the two Negroes. in
the Legislature, has been named chairman of the powerful Rules Committee
of the lower house. Hawkins, who has
been in the Legislature for 26 years,
is the dean of the body. He has always
enjoyed the support of organized labor.

NCDC Backs Fraternity
In Defying Ban on Jews
BRODERICK — The Northern California District Council of the ILWU
voted at its January 28 meeting here
to commend the efforts of the Stanford
chapter of Alpha Tau Omega in defying its national organization by pledging four Jewish students. The Council
also commended California Attorney
General Stanley Mosk for his support
of the fraternity.

•110.

The steering committee of the Washington state Labor Lobby, meeting
with Governor Albert D. Rosellini in his office at Olympia. From left to
right: Norman Schut, state employes; S. C. Ellis, Railroad Trainmen; Red Fadling, Woodworkers; Hugh Mathews, United
Steelworkers; Elmer Kennedy, assistant to AFL-CIO state president, Ed Weston, who is shown next to his assistant;
and E. N. Stallcop, ILWU. Not all the committee was present for the picture.
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OLYMPIA—Support for a graduated
net income tax by three of the state's
leading educators, in an unprecedented
appearance before a joint session of
the legislature, has dramatized the
depth of the financial crisis of which
school needs are but a glaring reflection.
Thanks to the adroit manner in
which Governor Albert Rosellini organized his budget, the general question of revenue and taxation (which
has been given the brush-off in past
sessions) has been tossed into the lap
of the lawmakers as strictly a "school
problem" and this, as they well know,
is political dynamite among the .folks
back home.
The governor transformed the financial crisis from the general to the particnlar by simply asking "normal
,growth" increases for all other state
needs and allowing the accumulated
"deficit" to appear in the proposed
school appropriation.
SCHOOL TAX URGED
This came to $57,800,000 and the
governor demanded of the legislature
that it enact new temporary taxes to
meet school needs and refer a constitutional amendment, for a graduated
net income tax to the people as a long
range solution.

ILWU Pensioners
Urge Tax Reform
SEATTLE — Proposals now before
the state legislature calling for a more
equitable tax program have received
the endorsement of the ILWU Pensioner's Club. The Club is urging the adoption of a constitutional amendment for
a graduated net income tax accompanied by the elimination of the retail
sales tax on food.

Salmon Sein Vessel
Restriction Proposed
JUNEAU — The waters of

Southeastern Alaska would be closed to salmon seine vessels of more than 58 feet
in length under the terms of a bill
introduced by Representative John E.
Longworth (R., Petersburg). The bill
would establish the length of a vessel
as being that distance between the
forwardmost' point and the bowstem
to the aftermost point of the stern
along the centerline.
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The governor's contention that "we
need a tax structure for school support
that can grow with the state," got a
hearty endorsement from Louis ilruno,
state superintendent of public instruction; Dr. Charles E. Odegaard, president of the University of Washington
and Dr. C. Clement French, president
of Washington State University, in the
three and a half hour session with the
legislators during which present and
future school needs were spelled out
in detail.
The legislators now have before
them three proposed common school
budgets. In each, pay 'increases for
teachers and other employees and
funds to reduce class, loads and take
care of the expanding school population figure heavily.
BUDGETS SPILLED OUT
These "budgets" are:
•The budget of lame-duck Superintendent of Public Instruction Lloyd
Andrews who was the Republican nominee against Governor Rosellini. Andrews' last official act was to hand
the legislature his estimate for the
next two years. It calls for $403,770,000
from the general fund. It would provide teacher Pay increases of $313 for
the first year and $335 for the second.
•The budget of Governor Rosellini
which asks $407,770,000 and would
provide teacher pay increases of $540
for the first year and $325 for the
second.
• The budget of newly elected State
Superintendent of Public- Instruction
Bruno which asks $440,840,000. This
would provide pay increase's of $600
for the first year and $400 the second
and a "better quality" educational program. This budget has the support of
the organized school forces.
- OTHER NEEDS CITED
To'this must be added -the additional
millions asked for and needed by the•
present institutions of higher learning
to say nothing about financing an expanded junior college and vocational
and technical programs. For example
Governor Rosellini chopped $6 million
off the University of Washington's request which Dr. Odegaard describes
as the absolute minimum "needed to
carry out the basic functions of teaching, research and public service."
Common schools get their financing
from both the state and the counties.
The state funds include payments of

14 cents a day for kindergarten pupils;
40 cents elementary; 48 cents junior
high school and 56 cents senior high
school. Counties give the school districts 14 mills of the 40 mills levied
against property.
Special property levies can be voted
by the respective school districts but
the constitutional restrictions (all denying majority rule) have made this
inadequate and uncertain. For example,
a special levy to carry must receive
a 60 percent majority and the number
of voters going to the polls must equal
40 percent of those voting at the last
general election. The levies"tan run for
only one year.
AMENDMENT SOUGHT
School forces have long sought relief via a constitutional amendment
but past legislatures have turned them
down. In this session, there are a welter of proposals of which the following
are typical:
•House Joint Resolution 16 to permit
voters to impose special levies for a
period of four years in order that districts can plan ahead.
• House Joint Resolution 14 which
abolishes the 40 percent requirement
so that those who actually go to the
polls can decide the issue.
•Senate Joint Resolution 14 permitting levies for operation to run for two
years and four years for capital outlays.
•Senate Joint Resolution 15 permitting levies for operation to run for two
years but permitting levies for capital
outlays to run for six years.
• House Joint Resolution 7 requiring
that only 24 percent instead of 40 percent voting at the last general election
be necessary to validate a special tax
levy election.
All these proposals, of course,
merely make it easier for voters in
the school districts to impose higher
property taxes on themselves for educational purposes. They do not come
to grips with the . main problem—a
state tax program which can meet the
expanding educational needs for which
the state is constitutionally responsible
—not the local districts.
Although the legislature is now at
the halfway point of the 60 day session, legislative leaders have brought
forth no proposals for raising the extra funds either on a temporary or
permanent basis.
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ILWU Sponsors Bill to
Label Hazardous Car.
By EDSON STALLCOP
OLYMPIA—At the request of the
ILWU a "Washington Hazardous Labeling Act" is being introduced in the
legislature and will have the backing
of the Joint Labor Lobby. The measure
has been carefully drawn with the cooperation of the State Department of
Labor & Industries to meet the objections voiced in the 1959 session to a
similar proposal.
Section 2 of the act spells out the
purpose of the legislation:
"(1) No person shall distribute, or
handle in this state any hazardous substance in a container, except as provided in paragraph (3) of this section
unless there is affixed or attached to
the immediate container a label showing the information,prescribed in paragraph (2) of this section. If the immediate container is normally displayed
or placed in an outside wrapper or
container through which the information on the label of the immediate
container cannot be easily read, there
shall also be attached to said outside
wrapper or container a label showing
the same information.
"(2) The label required in paragraph
'(1) of this section shall show the following information: (a) The name and
place of business of the manufacturer,
distributor or seller. (b) The chemical,
common or recognized generic name
(not trade name only) of the hazardous substance or of each component
which contributes substantially to its
hazard. (c) A signal word indicating
the degree of the hazard as follows:
`DANGER'—for those substances presenting the most serious hazards,
'CAUTION'—for those substances presenting the least serious hazards, and
'WARNING'—for those intermediate
of 'DANGER' and 'CAUTION'. (d) An
affirmative statement of principal hazard or hazards such as: flammable,
harmful, can cause burns, absorbed
through skin. (e) Reasonable precautionary measures covering actions to be
followed or avoided. (f) Instructions
when necessary, as to first aid treatment in case of contact or exposure.
(g) The word 'POISON' in red on a contrasting background and prominently
placed followed by a first aid antidote
statement for any poison as'defined in
Section 1, Paragraph 8 of this act. This
information shall be shown in appropriate printed, written or graphic manner. The warning statements required
in clauses 'c' through `g' shall be
grouped together in a prominent location on the label and shall be printed in easily legible type which is in contrast by typography, layout, or color
with other printed matter on the label.
"(3) When containers are of such
small size as to make any or all of the
requirements of Section 2, Paragraph
2 unnecessary for the protection of the
health of the workmen, the director
may exempt such packages from the
requirements of this act or require
such minimum labeling as may be necessary to protect the health of the
workmen."
The act authorizes the Director of
the Department of Labor & Industries
to hold public hearings and issue rules
and regulations to provide for inspection and enforcement.
OTHER BILLS SUMMED UP
Major labor legislation now under
consideration includes:
HOUSE BILL 50: Labor timed the
dropping of this measure into the hopper to get the title H.B. 50 so as to
attract attention to the fact that 1961
marks the 50th anniversary of the first
industrial insurance law in the nation.
H.B. 50 makes long needed improvements in the law with provisions for
the following additional benefits.
It directs the Department of Labor
and Industries to compute a premium
rate to cover permanent partial disbility loss of earning power pension
awards to workmen; increases the
amount of the permanent partial dis-

Edson Stallcop is legislative representative for the ILWU Puget Sound
District Council, and a member of the
Steering Committee for the Joint Labor Lobby of Washington,

ability awards; grants to injured workmen a pension to replace in whole or
in part loss of earnings received from
an injury or a combination of injuries;
provides such loss of earnings award
will be no more than necessary to restore the earnings'to that of the last
full year of employment prior to the
injury.
The essential heart of this proposal
is that it changes the concept of the
law by adding loss-of-earning-power
pensions to lump sum payments. The
bill is designed to eneourage the rehabilitation of injured workers.
At the public hearing, as was to be
expected, the employers through their
Association of Washington Industries,
raised a welter of objections but offered no alternative program. All they
could come up with,was a proposal for
further studies as if labor, the employers and the department had
learned nothing from 50 years of experience with the law.
HOUSE BILL 59: Another industrial insurance proposal that defines
, the "workday" to include not only the
actual'working hours on the job but
rest and lunch periods and time spent
going to and from regular employment.
HOUSE BILL 111: Calls for a general fund appropriation to bring all
past total permanent disability pensions up to the 1957 level. This would
increase awards for single persons.
from $100 to $125 a month and married persons -from $125 to $155 a
month.
SENATE BILL 247: Provides sweeping prohibitions against an employer
or an agent from importing or hiring
strike breakers. Requires employers to
notify prospective employees if a strike
is in progress.
HOUSE DILL 32: This long overdue
measure gives working people the first
protection from garnishment in more
than 20 years. Would increase weekly,
exemption from garnishment from $20
to $40. Still in Judiciary Committee
and will- need pressure to get it out
with a "do pass" recommendation.
BILLS AID PENSIONER'S
Pensioners in particular will be interested in two measures which have
received little public attention. House
Bill 200 would provide free hunting
as well as fishing licenses to those over
70.
Senate Bill 168 is designed to eliminate the railroading of helpless oldsters into state mental institutions.
Also provides that inmates of such institutions be paid for work performed
when articles they produce are put to
useful purposes.

uxiliary News
Auxiliary Chief Urges
Action on Jobs Crisis
NORTH BEND, Ore.—Many Oregonians have exhausted their unemployment claims, and "what is now a serious problem, by the middle of the year
will have grown to a real crisis," Federated Auxiliaries president Valerie
Taylor wrote Coos County's state senator, R. F. Chapman, last week, in an
urgent plea for distribution of surplus
food to the state's needy.
She discounted the contention of Coos
County commissioner James Harrison
that it would "cost too much" to store
and distribute the flour, cornmeal, butter, cheese, beans and other surplus
food items.
The food, she pointed out, could be
distributed under the food stamp plan
which saved many from starvation in
the depression '30's.
with its "alarmingly
Coos County
high unemployment rate, 16.3 per cent
in January — should be one of the first
to request surplus food for its hundreds
of needy," Mrs. Taylor wrote Chapman.
In a similar letter to •the Oregon
State Senate's state and federal,affairs
committee, the auxiliary leader stressed
that not only should the food be given
to welfare recipients and those on social security and persons who have,exhausted their unemployment benefits,
but also "to those who are fortunate
enough to be still drawing compensation, and trying to feed a large family,"

Mrs. if3,,,r7Thns .1!)0:1!e. Hfz,
,rles
VarlicoLuvor, D. C. ylumiligry
VANCOUVER, B. C.—Mrs. ,Bertha
Dale was installed as president of
ILWU Auxiliary 30, January 19 by
Craig Pritchett, ILWU Canadian area
president.
Other officers installed were Pat
Grant, vice president; Aii'S, EnP2I1
Pritchett, recording secretary; Mrs.
Pearl Barbour, financial secretary.

StociWon Auxi'ficyry 7
Int'kellis 1961 Officers

STOCKTON, Calif. -- Mrs. George
Lemon was installed president of
ILWU Auxiliary 7 at a dinner January 14...
- Other officers installed included Mrs.
Thomas. Nelson, vice . president; Mrs.
Merle Worthen, secretary; Mrs. James
Shuffler, treasurer; Mrs. Dominic
_Quarter(); membership director; and
Mrs. Cecil Jenson, marshal. The officers were installed by Philip Badala-

menti, president of ILWU Local 54.
Mrs. Anthony Whitney, the outgoing
president, was presented with the past
president's pin by Mrs. Quartero, mistress of oeremonies.

Chemainus Auxiliary
Ins --ills Mrs. Nicholls
CHEMAINUS, B. C.—Mrs. Lorna
Nicholls was installed as president of
ILWU Auxiliary 39 at the regular
meeting January 19 in the union hall.
Other officers installed were Mrs. Dorothy Hankey, vice president; Mrs. Angeline Cameron, treasurer; Mrs. Maxine Greenhorn, secretary; Mrs. Irene
Telford, marshal; and Mrs. Doris Gallagher, membership director. New officers were installed by outgoing president Mrs. Yvonne Beatty.
A donation was made to assist victims of the flood resulting from recent
disastrous rains in this area. Plans
were discussed to raise money for the
Auxiliary scholarship fund.

TOCOMCI Auxiliary 35
Receives !ISO Award
TACOMA--For its work on behalf
of servicemen and their families ILWU
Auxiliary 35 has received. its third
award from the United Service Organization. The USO commendation was
accepted on behalf of the Auxiliary by
Mrs. Birdie Pellegrini.
In January the Auxiliary again entertained servicemen and their families
at a buffet supper with some 70 in
attendance. Members of the committee
in charge were Mrs. Ed Perrin, chairman; Mrs. Charles Cady, Mrs. Ray
Feley, Mrs. Fred Wienk, Mrs. Robert
Hill, Mrs. Lewis Paulson, Mrs. William
Alexander and Mrs. Amando Pellegrini,
On -February 19 the Auxiliary will
give its third annual party for the
blind. These affairs are held monthly
with various organizations taking
turns as sponsors. The committee for
the affair is Mrs. Charles Cady, Mrs.
Fred Dessen, Mrs. W. T. Paterson and
Mrs. Conrad Gates.
Mrs. Janet Peterson, secretary, also
announced a $100 contribution from
the Auxiliary to the Cystic Fibrosis
Chapter to be used in the Tacoma area.

Vancouver Jobless Toll High
VANcOUVER, Wash.—Twenty per
cent of the total working force in this
area is unemployed, according to figures released by the state department
of employment's local office.

Labor Reprezsmtation Shows Marked
Increase in Washington State House
•

OLYMPIA — Showing a gain over
previous sessions, there are 15 members of organized labor among the 99
representatives in the 1961 session of
the state legislature now in session.
The majority are veterans occupying
key positions.
The labor legislators are all Democrats, and their major, assignments
are:
Robert Bernethy, 64, of Sultan, serving his 12th term. Member, Intl. Woodworkers of America. Chairman, Committee on State Resources, Forestry
and Lands.
Frank Brouillet, 32, of Tacoma, serving his third term. Member, American
Federation of Teachers. Chairman,
Committee on Education.
Clayton Farrington, 61, of Olympia,
serving his fifth term. Member, American Federation of Teachers. Chairman,
Committee on Medicine, Dentistry and
Drugs.
Avery Garrett, 44, of Renton, serving his second term. Sheet Metal Worker. Chairman of Committee on Labor.
Paul Holmes, 39, of Ellensburg, serving his second term. Member of Carpenters' Union. Chairman, Committee
on Constitution, Elections'and Appointment. Member, sub-committee on Appropriations.

Chet King, 60, of Raymond, serving
his ninth term. Member, International
Woodworkers of America. Chairman,
Committee on Fisheries. Vice Chairman,sub-committee on Appropriations.
Dick J. Kink, 39, of Bellingham, serving his third term. Fisherman. Chairman of Committee on Public Utilities.
James N. Leibold, 42, of Pasco, serving his first term. Business representative, Electrical Workers and executive
board member of the Washington Labor Council. Vice Chairman, Committee
on Industrial Insurance.
William May, 58, of Spokane, serving
his first term. Secretary of the Spokane Central Labor Council. Vice
Chairinan Committee on Labor.
W. L. McCormick, 35, of Spokane,
serving his third term. Representative
of the' United Steel Workers. Member
of the Rules Committee.
Pat Nicholson, 29, of Bremerton,
serving his third term. Member, American Federation of Television & Radio
Artists. Chairman, Committee on Harbors & Waterways.
Robert A. Perry, 39, of Seattle, serving his second term. Business representative, Local 46 Electrical Workers.
Vice Chairman, Committee on Education.

Sam J. Smith, 38, of Seattle, serving
his second term. Member, Aero Mechanics. Chairman, Committee on State
Government. Member, sub-committee
on Appropriations.
, Max Wedekind, 61, of Seattle, serving his ninth term. Representative, Inlandboatmen's Union. Chairman of the
Democratic caucus and member of the
Rules Committee.
C. C. Witherbee, 38, of Seattle, serving his second term. Representative,
Aero Mechanics District Lodge No.
751. Chairman, Committee on Industrial Insurance and member of Labor
Committee.,
In the Senate only two of the 49
members are from organized labor.
This is the lowest number in 20 years.
The labor senators are: Robert C.
Bailey, 42, of South Bend. Senator
Bailey is a member of the Typographical Union. He served three terms in
the House and is on his second term in
the Senate. He is chairman of the Democratic caucus and member of the
powerful Rules Committee. A. L. Rasmussen, 51, of Tacoma, is a Railroad
Machinist. He served seven terms in
the House and is on his second Senate
term. He is chairman of the Committee
on State Government.
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OLYMPIA ,— Capital punishment
which has exploded into a major legislative issue many times since its first
enactment 107 years ago, is making a
repeat performance in this session
with the odds now favoring either repeal or some modification.
Under the present law, juries can
inflict the death penalty for first degree murder, treason and kidnapping.
Outright repeal is called for in identical measures filed in both houses.
These are: Senate Bill 116 by Senators Nat Washington (D., Ephrata),
Andy Hess (D., Seattle) and Albeit
Thompson (R., Bellevue) and House
Bill 127 by Representatives Jeanette

ort
cks Return
e orteens
Support is mounting throughout the
Pacific Northwest and in British Columbia for return to the United States
of }famish Scott MacKay and William
Mackie, who were deported from Portland last fall. MacKay was sent to Canada and Mackie to Finland.
The Mayor and City Clerk of Vancouver, Canada's third len-gest city,
have both signed a• petition addressed
to Senator Wayne Morse backing his
private bill to cancel the deportation
against the two.
.
PETITION CIRCULATED
MacKay's case has won wide support
in Vancouver labor circles and.. hundreds are now signing the petition
which reads:
"We support you unanimously in
your presentation of a private bill to
cancel the deportation 'order against
Hamish Scott MacKay and William
Mackie and allow them to re-enter the
United States, to rejoin their families.
"We thiek it must be apparent to
every thinking person that the prestige
of the United States as a democratic
nation is seriously challenged by the
present Walter-McCarran Act, and we
can only hope that your efforts will be
crowned with success, and that your
fine, efforts will serve to once again
place the United States in a correct
light in the eyes of the rest of the
-world."
The third annual convention of the
Canadian area of ILWU in Vancouver
unanimously endorsed the petition and
decided to circulate it throughout the
membership.
• Meanwhile, bills were introduced in
the Oregon and Washington state legislatures bearing directly on the deportation of the two Portland men.
At Salem, Senator Tom Mahoney,
(D., Portland) introduced a resolution
petitioning Congress and President
Kennedy to support legislation introduced January 12 by Senator Morse to
authorize the return from exile of
Hamish.Scott MacKay and William A.
Mackie.
WAR BACKGROUND
Mahoney's interest in the deportees
was said to stem from the fact that
Mackie served in World War II and his
brother was killed on Wake Island. Mahoney, a veteran of World War I, has
Jong been active in veterans' affairs.
During the same week a resolution
was introduced at Olympia memorializing Congress on the need for revision
of the Walter - McCarran law under
which the men were deported last November.
The resolution, sponsored by the Seattle Civil Liberties Union'. and cosigned by a Republican and two Democratic.members of the Washington legislature, urged an amendment to the
immigration law which would provide
that "no alien shall be departed if he
was admitted to the United States. before his 14th birthday, or if he has
Continuously lived in the United States
for 25 or more , years; or, having lawfully been admitted for permanent residence, has lived in the United States
for 10 years or more; and that no naturalized citizen shall have denaturalizalion proceedings brought against him
later than ten years after being granted
citizenship."
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Testu (D., Seattle),• Audiey Mahaffey
(R., Seattle) and J. Bruce Burns (D.,
Tacoma).
There is a strong move, however, to
shunt these measures aside in favor of
House Bill 346, a compromise sponsored by Representative Keith Campbell (D., Spokane), chairman of the
House Judiciary-Criminal .Committee.
.Campbell's bill would limit capital punishment to (1) kidnapping, (2) hired
assassination and (3) killing of a law
enforcement officer. It would also provide for an automatic appeal, at state
expense if necessary.
BACKGROUND CITED
Some advocates of repeal- say that
a major obstacle is the lack of knowledge, by legislators and the general
public, of the history and operation of
the capital punishment law in the state.
A check by The Dispatcher of state
records indicate that, there is strong
evidence to support the contention that
emotion, rather than facts, has determined the approach to the question.
- Since capital punishment was first
voted by the Territorial Legislature in
1854, the law has been repeatedly
under sharp attack and on one occasion it was abolished. In 19/3 a repeal
provision passed the House '70-25 mid
the Senate 22-17. For six years there
were no executions but in 1919 capital
punishment was restored but with the
proviso that it must be unanimously
voted by a jury on a separate ballot.
Another little known aspect of the
application of the law is the "repeal
by county." A study made by the
American Academy of Political Sz: Social Sciences in 1952 revealed that
juries in 20 of the state's 39 counties
had never sent a murder defendant to
the gallows. SeverNI others had sent
only one, showing that in practice only
seven counties were regularly using
•
the law.
CLASS BIAS SHOWN
Records of superior courts show
that, .-on- the 'average, juries vote the
death penalty in only about one out
of six convictions for first degree murder. (These figures do not include the
many cases where the charge is reduced to second degree murder on a
plea of . guilty.)
A revealing picture of the kind of
defendant juries select for the gallows
is to be found in the records of the
Walla Walla state prison where '72 men
have 'dropped through the trap since
1887. (This does not include all persons hanged in the state as prior to
1904 sonic counties conducted their
own executions.)
Prison records give the occupations
of 70 and all but one was a working
man..The only one who could be classified as a professional was a mining
engineer. All except one was hanged.
for murder. The exception was Jack
Marable, a 40-year-old painter, sentenced from Thurston county in 1940,
on a kidnapping conviction plus two
counts of rape. Marable had three- previous 'felony convictions.

Democrats Control
AlaEka Legisle re
Although the RepubliJUNEAU
cans made some significant gains in
the 1950 election the Democrats still
control both houses of the legislature
The partisan lineup in the House is
22-18 and the Senate 13-7.
Freshman members of the House of
Representatives include Father Segundo.Llorente, the first Jesuit priest ever
to hold a US legislative pcost. Father
Llorente, born in Spain, has been a
missionary in Western Alaska for 25
years. He was elected as a Democrat
. on a write-in vote. He does not believe
religion played any part in his election
as Nixorr carried his district over John
Kennedy.

BR! Hits al School Utos
SALEM, Ore.—No one could be refused admission to Oregon colleges because of race, color, religion, sex or financial status under a bill introduced
into the state senate last week by its
education committee, headed by Monroe Sweetland.
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o LETTER from Art Simms of Des
Moines, Washington, says the
recent items in this column on steelhead fishing filled him and the Missus,
with an uncontrollable urge to have
a "winter go" at the big sea'bows. Art
is now retired, an. ex-business agent
for Local 52 out of Seattle.
He sends in a photo of one who he
describes as the "better half" angler
in the family—Mrs. Simms, with an
18 12. pound steelie from the Green
river, caught this January near Auburn, the fourth one since the first
of the year.
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switches to lures which also seem to
score.
*

*

*

iAREHOUSEMAN C. G. OLSON
of 434 W. Wyandotte Street,
Stockton, California, a member of
Local 5, says the secret between
catching 'em and not catching 'em is a
sliding sinker.
Trout fisherman Olson says the
sinker slides up and down the line in a
free, unattached manner. When the
trout picks up the bait, it is not alerted
by the weight on the line and is apt to
more readily take the hook. Logical?
Anyway, Lake Alpine produced a
limit for him of rainbow trout in less
than two hours of angling. The 'bows
went to 10 inches and were duped with
worms and eggs, fished on the bottom.
* * *
HE SEA 'bows were getting bigger
all the time, accordin' to reports,
says our reporter, Portlander Tom
O'Neal. So Tom sauntered out with his
new light spin rig and racked himself
up' a nice one—an 18-pound, 15-ounce
job from Oregon's coastal Nestucca
that earned him 'top rung in the Northwest's Foster Trophy Club.
The ink had no sooner dried on the
record books when his friendly neighbor Richard Payne from Vancouver,
Washington, confronted him with a
steelie that eased his from the top rung
—a 24-pound, 15-ounce specimen from
Columbia river tributary, the short,
snappy Toutle river. Here's a pie of
Tommy with his giant anadromous
rainbow. If the pie of Payne's steelie is
good we'll run it later.
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Art figured that once he reached
the retired age, he could match the
little woman, fish for fish, considering
all the time he could devote to it. But
things didn't work out that way and,
as Art concedes:. "Class will tell."
I know most of the reader folk
.anglers will ask th,
i burning question
after reading this: item,. Art, and so
will I: "What did she catch it on?"
*

*

ONGSHOREMAN hunters down
ffeet California way complained- this
past season about deer With warty
growths, wanted to know if the meat
was tainted and Unfit for human consumption.
Recent release from the California
game commission says that warty
growths on deer are quite common in
the, sunshine •state.
The same type of wart occurs on
cattle and other domestic animals and
according to the commission these
growths will not affect the palatability
of the meat.
* *
IF YOU'RE one of those guys that
thinks the wind-on a cold hunting
day—makes you a.„ lot colder, then by
the great horn spoon, you're right.
According to a recently developed
"Wind Chill Table" by the Army
Medical Research boys—a table developed so they can protect their men
against cold injury—here is what they
came up with':
"If the temperature is 35 degrees
above zero and the wind velocity is 20
miles, per hour, the effect on exposed
flesli is the same - as if you were outside in 38 degrees below zero and there
were no wind. Even at 60 degrees, a
five mile-per-hour wind will give an
equivalent chill of 23 degrees.
* * *
VIsHE SIXES river in southwestern
Oregon is-e-as far as rivers go—pot
a very long one, only 36, miles from
source to mouth.
It is however the home of big fish,
particularly Chinook, and S. Re Cottor
of Bandon, Oregon, Who fishes a
stretch of the river about twenty-two
miles south of his kitchen door, nailed
a lunker there this winter—a 401
/
2
pounder that climbed Onto a glob of
fresh salmon eggs rolled on the bottom.
Longshoreman Cettor, is retired now
from Local 31 and is taking advantage
of all the spare time by engaging in
his favorite outdoor pursuit—fishing.
He says he. fishes eggsjor quite a
spell and when they fail to produce,

ripR

THE benefit of small boys who
r augment their allowances, and big
boys who augment.their hunting pleasures with trapping, the following auction prices paid on various furs are
now in effect at the Seattle fur exchange:
MINK—strong demand—large and
extra large, $17 to $22; medium and
small, $8 to $11.
BEAVER—strong demand—price
varies according to size from low of
under 42-inch, pale color, at $1.50 to
high of 68-inch and over, dark at $30.
MUSKRATS—good demand—varies
from low of $.65 to .70 for average lots
and kits to high of $.95 to 1.00 for
large and up, trapped.
, OTTER—strong demand—$20 to $32
according to size.
LYNX—strong demand—$1.00 to
$10.00 according to size.
RED 'FOX—good demand—$1.00 to
$12.00 depending on size.
RACCOON—good demand----$.25 to
$4.00 depending on quality.
* *
We would like to send all members
of the ILWU—in good standing—and
the members of their family,. a 100yard spool of this top
spinning line —
SCOTCH monofilament, in 8-pound test.
All you have to do is
dig down in the old
photo album and come
up with a good sharp
photo of a fishing or hunting scene—
and a little information as to what the
photo is all about.
Send your letter and photo to:
Fred Goetz
Dept. TDL
4401 S.E. 89 Ave.
Portland 66, Oregon.
Please state your union affiliation,
write us right away and we'll fire back
the line, post-haste.
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SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU President Harry Bridges in a telegram sent
February 1 to Representative Francis
E. Walter of Pennsylvania called the
congressman "the most consummate
liar on the political scene today." .
Walter is chairman of the House
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(Continued from Page I)
work out the necessary machinery to
effectuate this objective.
Senator Morse, speaking for himself
and Senator Magnuson, told the Senate
"There is substantial justification" for
increasing the longshore compensation
benefit. He referred to West Coast
longshore earnings in 1959, showing
they more than supported the upward
revision.
RELATED TO WAGES.
"Under the circumstances," said the
Oregon lawmaker, "the proposed
amendment' is •
matter of simple
equity. It merely increases the maximum allowable benefit to a level approximating a two-thirds ratio of average prevailing wages.
"It restores to longshoremen, ship
repair workers and others engaged in
the hazardous occupations covered by
the Act the opportunity to qualify for
a disability benefit that has a reasonable relationship to lost wages."
The proposed legislation, in addition
to boosting the maximum weekly benefit, would revise the basis for computing death benefits and the total money
allowance payable for temporary injuries to conform with the, new $70
ceiling.
The last adjustment in the benefit
structure was made by Congress in
1956 when it approved legislation initiated by the ILWU. Senators Morse
and Magnuson, along with Representatives Edith Green, Zelenko and Roosevelt, were among those who sparked
the legislation through both chambers.

Committee on un-American Activities.
Said Bridges' telegram to him:
"You have been quoted by the press
associations as saying in a television
interview that t appeared in tht hearing room of the un-American Connnittee in San Francisco last May and there
exhorted students. This together with
your committee's distorted and tricked
Up film called "Operation Abolition"—
itself a hitlerlike lie—and your gratuitous branding of me as an international communist agent stamps you
as the most consummate liar on the political scene today."
Bridges was never in the committee's
hearing room in San Francisco.
In another telegram sent to Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara,
Bridges protested the Defense Department's announced purchase of copies
of the film, "Operation Abolition," for
distribution.
The wire concluded with:
"We trust you will at least investigate the extent of the doctoring of the
film and the absolutely and demonstrably false statements made in the
commentary accompanying the film
before you distribute it."

Anti-Scab Measure
Pushed in Salem
SALEM,Ore.—A bill banning the use
of professional strikebreakers in labor
disputes was introduced in the legislature this week.
It was co-signed by Representatives
Bill Bradley, Ed Benedict, Portland:.
Richard' Eymann, Mohawk; Wayne
Turner, St. Helens; and Sen. William
A. Grenfell of Portland. All are Democrats and present or former members
of labor unions.
An outgrowth of the newspaper
strike, and introduced at the request of
the Oregon AFL-CIO, the measure declares that an employer may not hire
anyone who makes a business of scabbing by moving from one strike-bound
plant to another. It also would forbid
the employment of any person to take a
striker's job who had not received notice that a strike was in progress.'

To All Members of ILWU
Locals 10, 34,75,91

to
Beginning February 23, 8:30 am to
12 noon, 1 to 4 pm Monday through
Friday. Continuing four weeks.

Ali tests in the Pensioners' Room, Longshore
Hall, Local 10, 400 No. Point St., San Francis?,

ONE HOUR'NOW CAN ADD ilaN-FREE YEARS TO YOUR uFE

ECENT EVENTS indicate that
it business and industrial interests
now have the bit in their teeth and
expect to take charge, to run things
their own way, to crack down on the
labor movement.
This attitude of the employers is
based primarily on four points of
strength:
(1) The Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin
"labor control" law places new roadblocks in the path of organized labor
and strengthens management's ability
to maneuver. As long as they think
they have the law on their side, employers will make hay while they are
able.
(2) Unemployment has grown to depression-period proportions. Traditionally, employers always see unionbusting advantages for themselves in
the existence of a large body of desperate, jobless men.
(3) Runaway plants and shifting
operations. Employers, in these times
of vast industrial changes, often find
it cheaper and more efficient to move
into new areas and to build completely
new operations rather than convert
old plants. Every time they move,
established unions are necessarily
weakened. Every re-location means
new people who often have no union
traditions, and can be sold a bill of
goods against unionism.
(4) Finally, automation and mechanization provide employers with enormous new strength and control, unless
unions are continuously on the 'ball,
and are at least a step ahead in planning the future.
Employers seem to have a pretty
good idea of what they're doing and
where they want to go in their struggle
with unions.
Employers of the nation keep probing the soft underbelly of labor, looking for weak spots. The ILWU is included among these attacks. Two
significant examples come to mind, one
in Southern California, the other in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
AREHOUSE LOCAL 26 in the
Los Angeles area has had the
wholesale drug industry organized and
under contract for some 20 years. This
March a three year contract expires,
and negotiations have recently been
underway. At the first negotiating session the union committee presented its
demands. The major issue was job
security, and most of the union's language was aimed at adjusting grievances built up over the years.
When the union presented these demands on the opening day, the employers countered with a complete fiveyear contract, plus an attitude of "take
it or leave it."
The employer proposal included all
cost items, with three full years pinned
down on all wage and fringe benefits.
They had their own ideas on security
—by which they meant security for
themselves alone. For example, they
insisted the union must eliminate anything that interferred with "management prerogatives"—in effect saying,
we'll run everything our own way.'
To add insult to injury, for the first
time in ILWU history, the employers
wanted the union to agree to strict
"security" measures—including lie detector tests for our members! They
not only threw this insult in our teeth,
but said there is little room for bargaining.
There was union-busting significance
to their three-year wage offer. It was
a 35 cents package: 10 cents per hour
the first year, 8 cents the second, 9
cents the third, the remaining 8 cents
to be applied to fringes. In what way
was this a union-weakening tactic?
Some of these same employers have
opened new plants in the fast growing
Los Angeles area. Most of their new
warehouses are non-union. To these
unorganized workers they have offered
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wage rates 15 cents above the old,
established, unionized plants.
In short, the higher rates of pay are
offered to keep people out of unions—
to buy those workers away from
unions. In fact the employers so state
in so many words.
Another example, briefly, of the organized attack on labor, is developing
in Northern _California where there
have been recent reports of off-therecord meetings of employers aimed
at breaking up and ultimately, wrecking the collective efforts of warehousemen—ILWU and Teamster—to join
efforts to build job security. Late last
December, during the Christmas season, it was reported that a group of
employer negotiators met privately to
discuss specific ways and means of
fighting off any further joint cooperative efforts between ILWU and
Teamos. It was further said that they
planned a well-heeled campaign which
they hope, if enough money is spent,
can set Bay Area labor back a decade
or more.
ERTAINLY IT IS clear by now—
in all sections of the country—
that employers are well organized, and
they have a program they are willing
and ready to push. They have enormous power on their side: the KennedyLandrum-Griffin law (plus promises of
even tougher anti-labor legislation in
the hopper); unemployment that is
growing seriously day by day; runaway plants; modernization—that they
hope to use for their own benefit alone.
Against these powerful forces the
worker has nothing to bolster his
security and dignity except his union.
Yet these same employers continually
scream that labor is too powerful, a
"monopoly" that must be controlled.
Employers are now asking the right
to deal with each local group separately. That idea, if it came into practice, would certainly sink labor.
As we survey the new strength of big
business in its anti-labor drives, we
can certainly appreciate the significance of recent moves toward unity
made by the ILWU and Teamsters. In
Southern California we have a good example of the changed picture. Three
years ago we were forced into an
NLRB election when the Teamsters
challenged our bargaining rights. We
won that election, but used up much
of our valuable strength fighting another union.
Today the situation is changed
mightily. The two unions have recognized what is to be gained by joining
forces instead of depleting our strength
in fighting each other. Now two Teamster members have been officially
elected to observe our negotiations.
Now we are working on common issues
for common ends.
With changing circumstances we can
expect the most vicious attacks to try
to keep us apart. The most powerful
attack on labor's soft underbelly will
be aimed at separating, dividing and
conquering each part separately.
Labor has had a good many fat
years, and has gotten soft, out of condition. Our union is no exception.
We're all going to have to start working harder within our union family,
to toughen up those soft muscles for
the rough fight ahead—to meet the
anti-labor challenges of big business in
the coming year.

Alaska Legislator Asks
$1.75 Minimum Wage
JUNEAU—A bill to increase the
Alaskan minimum wage from $1.50 to
$1.75 an hour has been introduced by
Representative Henry S. Pratt (R., Anchorage). The bill would exempt part
time employees under 16 years of age.
Employers of less than two workers
would also be excluded from overtime
provisions.

